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A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR ECONOMIC FISHERY MANAGEMENT

INTRODUCTION

Overview of Economic Fishery Management

Given that a fishery is a finite resource, that fishery management
deals with the use of the fishery by people, and that economics is
defined as the study of the allocation of scarce resources, it becomes
difficult to argue that fishery management is not largely an economic
discipline.

Nevertheless, this conclusion is not popularly recognized,

at least not explicitly.

Therefore, the term "economic fishery

management" will be used herein to focus attention on the economic
nature of the management question.

Classical fishery theories exhibited this failure to recognize the
relevance of economics to fishery management.

This was not their only

shortcoming, however, as they were also guilty of seeking to impose
overly-simple representational forms on fishery systems.

The

development of a science of fishery economics has increased the degree
to which economics is explicitly considered in fishery management, but
the problem of system oversimplification, with respect to both the
biological and economic subsystems, remains.

The Development of Economic Fishery Management Theory

Modern economic fishery management theory began when Gordon (1954)
outlined the theory of common property resources, calling it "the point
that is of the greatest theoretical importance in understanding the
primary production phase of the fishing industry."

The theory of

common property resources was then refined by Scott (1955), and has

been included, at least implicitly, in all of the literature since.
Generally, the theory of common property resources as applied to
the fishery states that since no individual owns the fish stock,
fishermen will enter the fishery until their total costs equal their
total revenues, meaning that the fishery yields no rent (economic
profit).

The theory further states that if the level of fishing effort

were less than this common property equilibrium level the fishery would
yield

a positive rent, and that allowing the common property

equilibrium to prevail is therefore irrational.

As an economist, Gordon believed that the manager's job is to
maximize the "social welfare" or net benefits obtainable from the
fishery.

He contended that for the fishery, social welfare could be

represented by producer rent.

This represented a departure from

standard capital theory, which would have prescribed maximization of
the present discounted value of the stream of future returns from the
fishery.

("Present discounted value" is a means of expressing the

current worth of income received over a period of time.

It amounts to

figuring what quantity invested now at a given interest rate will yield
a given income at a given future date.

For example, given a 10%

interest rate, the present discounted value of $1.10 to be received a
year from now would be $1.00.

Discounting a stream of income at a

positive interest rate has the effect of making income received in the
future less valuable than income received in the present.)

Gordon's

non-conformity was noticed by Scott (1955), but he was unable to give
an analytic solution to the problem of maximizing discounted rent.

This was done with some measure of success by Crutchfield and Zenner
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(1962) who used a model based on the work of Schaefer (1954) and
Gordon.

The complete analytic solution to the Schaefer-Gordon model

was found by Clark (1973) and further analyzed by Clark and Munro
(1975).

The latter models represent the modern class of optimal

control models which epitomize the current state of economic fishery
management theory.

Along with finding an analytic solution to the Schaefer-Gordon
model, recent authors have improved upon early theory by including

consumer surplus (the value offish to consumers in excess of what they
pay at the market) in the objective function.

Turvey (1964) was the

first to do this, but Clark and Munro (1975) were the first to
incorporate the idea into an analytic solution of a dynamic model.

Clark (1976) presents the best account of the current state of
economic fishery management theory, and includes some original findings
in his work as well.

He has only limited success, however, with

biological systems which include more than one population and he does
not deal at all with systems in which the food source of the exploited
population is a dynamic variable.

Since then, Silvert and Smith (1977)

have presented an analysis of the problem of exploiting a multi-species
system so as to maximize the present discounted value of net revenue.
Their results were very abstract, however, and appear useful mainly for
examining system stability.

Statement of the Problem

A formal statement of the goal of economic fishery management
might be to maximize societal benefits derived from fisheries to the
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greatest extent allowed by human potential.

If achieving this goal is

taken to define proper management, the goal of scientists studying
economic fishery management might be to understand fishery systems so
that proper management of them is realizable.

Given these definitions, it might be wondered to what extent these
scientists have succeeded in meeting this goal.

So far, they have

dealt primarily with a very simple representation of a fishery,
specifically that shown in Figure la.

Here, interactions between

system components (i.e. P, C, and E) are expressed by response
functions, which are equations describing the rate of change in a
system component's size in terms of its own magnitude and that of its
environment.

The sign of the arrow or "link" between any two

components is the sign of the derivative of the response function of
the second component with respect to the first.

The forms of the

equations are fixed, and the dependency of model-derived conclusions on
these forms is not addressed.

Such models fail to provide an adequate theoretical framework for
economic fishery management because they do not explain how changes in
system parameters (e.g. the levels of exogenously-determined K and D in
Figure la), changes in system composition, and changes in response
functions affect the types of system behavior most relevant to
management.

The types of system behavior most relevant to management

are those that have a significant bearing on management-related
quantities, most importantly the concept of social welfare described in
the preceding section.

Those aspects of system behavior which bear

significantly on measurements of social welfare include system

Figure 1:

Kinetic organization of systems with various compositions.
Alphabetic characters represent the various system
components.
Components are linked by arrows associated
with a "+" or "-" sign. The sign is that of the
derivative of the response function of the second
component with respect to the first. Components with a
single link pointing away are system parameters.
C
D
E
H
I
K
P
R
V

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

carnivore
demand
effort
herbivore
energy input
cost index
price
energy resource
vegetation

Components with subscripts indicate competing components
at a given trophic level.
Figure la:

Simple representation of a fishery as a bioeconomic
system.
The biological subsystem is truncated at C.

Figure lb:

Incorporation of dynamic lower trophic levels into the
system.
This represents a synthesis of the Booty/Liss
system with that of Figure la.

Figure lc:

Incorporation of competition at the carnivore level.
Addition of C2 necessitates the introduction of
accompanying price and demand components.

Figure ld:

Incorporation of competition at the herbivore level.
is added to the system of Figure lc.

Figure le:

Incorporation of competition at the effort level.
added to the system of Figure ld.
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operation and structure (the qualitative and quantitative make-up of
the system), changes in system structure (including changes in the
densities of individual populations due to specific factors such as
production and yield), and abstract measurements derived from system
behavior (e.g. consumer surplus).
scientists would be able to:

Were these relationships understood,

1) understand the system so that proper

management of it would be realizable, 2) understand the generality of
the system and its management in relation to actual fishery systems and
their management, and therefore 3) understand fishery systems so that
proper management of them would be realizable.
Therefore, the objective of a theoretical framework for economic
fishery management could be to explain how changes in system
parameters, system composition, and response functions affect the
management-related behavior of a general fishery model.
Among the system parameters which should be considered are the
demand for fish in the economy, the cost schedule facing the fishermen,
and the system's energy input.

The last of these three will require

extending the system of Figure la to include lower trophic levels, as
illustrated in Figure lb.

In the area of system composition, a thorough analysis should be
able to explain how competing components at a given trophic level might
affect the management-related behavior of the system.

Specifically,

competition at three trophic levels needs to be addressed:

1) Competition at the carnivore level, as illustrated in Figure
lc.

While not directly affecting the dynamics of the exploited

population, the competitor indirectly influences its dynamics by
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altering the dynamics of both the exploited population's prey and
fishing effort.

2) Competition at the herbivore level, as illustrated in Figure
ld.

The existence of a competing herbivore will enable examination of

the dynamics of carnivores foraging on more than one prey stock.
3) Competition at the fishing effort level, as illustrated in
Figure le.

The existence of competing fishing effort components poses

management questions in the areas of overfishing of resources and
persistence of inefficient fishing units.

Finally, variations in response functions should be considered
over a range wide enough to allow exploration of the possible existence
of qualitatively distinct classes of system behavior.

This aspect of

system variability is crucial, because of the substantial quantitative
bias present in the conceptualization of the system described.

The

quantitative bias is found in the view of the system as an assemblage
of interacting units which change in magnitude according to
deterministic response functions.

This is not necessarily incorrect,

but a problem arises if qualitative as well as quantitative changes in
components occur as a result of their interaction (thus altering the
response functions linking the components).

The problem is that this

requires re-defining the response functions after every qualitative
intra-component change.

Response function variability is therefore

needed not only because of the potential differences between response
functions of different systems, but also because of possible
differences between response functions of the same system at different
times.

METHODS

Model Development

Isocline Theory

Booty (1975) developed a graphical calculus which is capable of
solving complex sets of differential equations that represent the
dynamics of bioeconomic systems.

The steady-state structure of the

system is represented by families of isoclines on an n-dimensional set
of phase planes.

The graphical method is particularly well-suited to

examining the questions posed above in that it logically unifies and
makes readily visualizable the effects of varying system parameters,
system composition, and response functions on the management-related
behavior of a system.

To illustrate how the method works, a simple

example will be presented.

Suppose a dynamic system of interacting components, with each
component consisting of a number of units.

Examples of components

might be labor (expressed as man-hours) in a production system, or
salmon (expressed as individual fish or pounds of fish) in an aquatic
ecosystem.

The number of units (e.g. man-hours or fish-pounds) defines

the size, magnitude, level, or density of the component.

The system is

dynamic because the sizes of the components tend to change as the
system moves toward equilibrium.

The rate of change in a component's size is taken to be determined
by its magnitude and by conditions in its environment.

Those aspects

of a component's environment which affect its rate of change in
magnitude may be called its "parameters."

These may be either internal
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to the system (i.e. other components), or external to the system
(system parameters).

Generally, a component will be affected

positively (be increased in magnitude) by some parameters, and
negatively (be decreased in magnitude) by others.

The impact of parameters on system components will vary with the
magnitude of the component.

This is illustrated in Figure 2a.

Here,

the effect of the parameter increases to a horizontal asymptote with
increasing component size, meaning that the effect increases but the
effect per unit decreases constantly.

The responses of components to their environments may be expressed
as rates; i.e. at any given magnitude, a component will tend to
decrease in magnitude at a certain rate and to increase in magnitude at
a certain rate.

The sum of these two gives the net rate of change for

a component.

Another factor which may affect component responses is parameter
magnitude.

This is illustrated by the example shown in Figure 2b,

where the magnitude of parameter P is written as "XP."
Now, suppose a system is composed of three interacting components,
A, B, and C, which display a hierarchial pattern of interaction of the
form:

X

A

Y

The system is acted upon by two

system parameters X and Y.

Components linked in the manner of A and B can be described by the
terms "resource" and "utilizer," or, for some interactions found in
biological systems, "prey" and "predator."

In this system, A's rates

of gain and loss, or response functions, might appear as shown in
Figure 3a.

At any level of A, B, and X, A will incur exactly one rate
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Figure 2:

Representation of effects of parameter and component
density on rate of change in component magnitude. Rate of
change in component magnitude is taken to be dependent on
component density and the levels of the component's
parameters.

Figure 2a:

Representation of possible effects of change in component
Rate of
density on rate of change in component magnitude.
change is pictured as increasing at a decreasing rate with
change in component density.

Figure 2b:

Representation of possible effects of change in parameter
Rate of
level on rate of change in component magnitude.
change is pictured as increasing with increase in
parameter level, P.
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Figure 3:

Dynamics of component "A" in hypothetical system.
Component A has gains dependent on its own density and the
level of system parameter "X," and losses dependent on its
own density and that of predator component "B." A's gain
and loss curves should be thought of as purely
hypothetical summations of gains and losses, and are not
meant to be representative of the functional forms
actually encountered in biological populations.

Figure 3a:

Rates of gain and loss plotted against density of
component A. Gain curves are depicted by solid lines and
are parameterized by levels of system parameter X.
Loss
curves are depicted by dashed lines and are parameterized
by levels of predator component B. The triangle, square,
and circle represent the intersections of the 3B, 1B, and
OB loss curves with the 1X gain curve. When A is at the
levels associated with these symbols, and B and X are at
the corresponding levels, A's rate of gain equals its rate
of loss, meaning that dA/dt = O.

Figure 3b:

"A" isoclines plotted on A/B axes. Those levels of X, A,
and B at which dA/dt = 0 may be plotted as isoclines
parameterized by X on A/B axes. The points denoted by the
triangle, square, and circle represent the same levels of
X, A, and B as the points denoted by the same symbols in
Figure 3a.
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of gain and one rate of loss.

Added together, these rate terms yield a

net rate of change, which may be either positive or negative.

This is

the rate at which the component will tend to increase or decrease.
those points where A's gains equal its losses, dA/dt = O.
are equilibrium points.

At

These points

These equilibria can be plotted on (A,B)

coordinate axes as isoclines (Figure 3b).

The circle, square, and

triangle in Figure 3a identify the intersections of the loss curves
labeled OB, 18, and 3B with the gain curve labeled 1X.

The magnitudes

of B (0,1,3) and A (2.5, 1.6, 1.0) at which these intersections occur
are points where dA/dt = 0 and thus lie on the resource isocline
labeled 1X (Figure 3b).

At levels of X equal to 2 and 4, isoclines

representing the magnitudes of A and-B at which dA/dt = 0 are also
shown.

Since A is the prey component of the A

interaction, its

isoclines on the (A,B) coordinate axes are refered to as "prey
isoclines."

The prey isoclines are said to be "parameterized" by

levels of X.

Component B also has a set of gain and loss curves (Figure 4a)
identified by levels of A (the prey of B), and C (the predator of B),
respectively.

The intersections of B's gain and loss curves are points

at which dB/dt = 0 and can be plotted on (A,B) coordinate axes as
predator isoclines, as shown in Figure 4b.

These predator isoclines

are parameterized by different magnitudes of C.
called a phase plane.

This type of graph is

A phase plane graphed on (I,J) axes shall be

referred to henceforth as the "I/J phase plane."

The intersection of

each predator and prey isocline is a system equilibrium point at which
both dA/dt = 0 and dB/dt = O.

Figure 4b shows some equilibria which
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Figure 4:

Dynamics of component "B," completing the equilibrium
analysis of the hypothetical system. B's gains and losses
generate isoclines on phase planes, which, taken with the
A isoclines derived in Figure 3 and C isoclines (not
derived here) complete the analysis of system structure.

Figure 4a:

Rates of gain and loss plotted against density of
component B. Gains (solid lines) are parameterized by A,
and losses (dashed lines) are parameterized by B. The
circle and square represent the intersections of the 2A
and lA gain curves with the OC loss curve. When B is at
the levels associated with these symbols, and C and A are
at the corresponding levels, B's rate of gain equals its
rate of loss, meaning that dB/dt = O.

Figure 4b:

B/A phase plane.
Those levels of A, B, and C at which
dB/dt = 0 may be plotted as predator isoclines
parameterized by C on A/B axes. The points denoted by the
square and circle represent the same levels of A, B, and C
as the points denoted by the same symbols in Figure 4a.
The predator isoclines taken together with the A prey
isoclines derived in Figure 3b jointly determine those
points at which both A and B are in equilibrium.
For
example, when X = 2 and C = 3, A and B are at equilibrium
at the levels denoted by the star, and will approach those
levels along trajectories (dashed arrows) determined by
their response functions.

Figure 4c:

C/B phase plane with B isoclines parameterized by A.
B/C axes, B's isoclines appear as prey isoclines
parameterized by levels of A. Taken together with C
predator isoclines (parameterized by levels of Y), they
jointly determine those points at which B and C are in
equilibrium. The star represents the same system
equilibrium point as in Figure 4b.

Figure 4d:

C/B phase plane with B isoclines parameterized by X.
Implicit in the prey isoclines of Figure 4c are various
levels of X. These can be made explicit as parameters of
their own set of prey isoclines, as shown here.
The star
denotes the same system equilibrium point as in Figures 4b
and 4c.
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C

Figure 4

C
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occur at different levels of X and C.

When X is fixed at a level of 2

and C is fixed at a level of 3 on the phase plane in Figure 4b, a
trajectory representing changes in magnitude of A and B will move
toward the equilibrium point (star) at the intersection of the prey
isocline parameterized by 2X and predator isocline parameterized by 3C.
The magnitudes of the components at this equilibrium are A = 2 and B =
1.5.

The components move toward equilibrium at rates determined by

their rates of gain and loss, as specified by their gain and loss
graphs.

A phase plane analogous to the A/B phase plane can be developed to
represent the interaction between B and C.

C's gain and loss curves

are parameterized by levels of B and Y, respectively.
plane is shown in Figure 4c.

The C/B phase

Predator isoclines, representing the

levels of B and C at which dC/dt = 0, are parameterized by levels of Y.
Prey isoclines, representing the levels of B and C at which dB/dt =
are parameterized here by different levels of A.

The choice of A as

the parameter of the prey isoclines is not a necessary one, however.
It is possible and may be more desirable to carry a common system
parameter through as an identity on the isoclines on all phase planes.
The parameter X will be chosen as a common parameter for purposes of
illustration.

On the A/B phase plane, the levels of X, A, B, and C at which
dA/dt = 0 and dB/dt = 0 are represented by the equilibrium points at
the intersections of the predator and prey isoclines.

A's equilibrium

levels can thus be expressed as implicit functions of X and the
equilibrium levels of B and C.

For each level of X, equilibrium levels
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of B and C can be plotted as prey isoclines (where dB/dt, and
implicitly dA/dt, = 0) on the B/C phase plane (Figure 4d).

On the B/A

and C/B phase planes shown in Figures 4b and 4d, A, B, and C are at one
possible equilibrium when A = 2, B = 1.5, C = 3, X = 2, and Y = 0
(stars, Figures 4b and 4d).

This equilibrium is represented by the

point where the predator isocline parameterized by OY crosses the prey
isocline parameterized by 2A on the C/B phase plane in Figure 4c.

If

the equilibrium level of A is left implicit, the same equilibrium is
represented on the C/B phase plane at the point where the OY predator
isocline crosses the 2X prey isocline in Figure 4d.

Thus, in this

system, for each combination of system parameters X and Y, a single
equilibrium point exists on each phase plane, the set of the
equilibrium points representing the equilibrium levels of A, B, and C.
For every equilibrium defined on the B/A phase plane in terms of X, A,
B, and C, there will be a corresponding equilibrium on the C/B phase
plane definable in terms of X, B, C, and Y.

Now both phase planes representing the A/B/C system have a common
term, X, which parameterizes all prey isoclines.

This is important for

it enables the system to be thought of as a whole in a logically
unified manner, as opposed to a set of disjointed interactions.

All

equilibria are determined jointly on all phase planes in a highly
visualizable manner.

The process just described can be carried out for any system of
the sort discussed here.

Practically, the complexity of the system

examinable is limited only by the size of one's graph paper, the
sharpness of one's pencil, and the time available for analysis.
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An alternative to the graphical method of finding intersections of
gain and loss curves to construct isoclines is computer iteration of
the system of gain and loss curves.

Using this method, each of a

component's gain and loss curves becomes a term in an equation
describing that component's rate of change.

A computer program is then

constructed which follows a trajectory from an arbitrary starting point
to an equilibrium determined by the values of the system parameters.
A program suitable for isocline generation is the command control
language SIMCON, adapted to the OSU CDC Cyber 70 as described by Worden
(1976).

SIMCON takes starting values for system components, inserts

them into the equations, determines new component values, and repeats
the process for any pre-determined number of iterations (time-steps).
A variation on this procedure is to construct the system so that the
difference between the gain and loss curves (the net rate of change) is
divided by a number known as the "time-step coefficient" which reduces
the actual rate of change.

This option represents the situation in

which components begin to change according to their net rates of
change, but then react to their new environments before the full change
is realized.

This is equivalent in practice to proportionately

reducing the magnitudes of the gain and loss curves, or in theory to
shortening the time between iterations.

Representation of the

System

The graphical calculus was used by Booty (1975) and Liss (1977) to
explain the behavior of a simple fishery model with the following
kinetic organization:

I -R

H.,==C ,---E.

Here, the
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carnivore population C is exploited by fishing effort E (a system
parameter), and preys on a herbivore population H.

The herbivore

population in turn feeds on a vegetation population V which utilizes an
energy resource R which is supplied by energy input I (a system
parameter).

This model represented an advance over those of classical

theory, in that the exploited population's dynamics were a function of
dynamic lower trophic levels, as opposed to the traditional constant
food supply implicit in earlier models.

It thus fulfills nicely the

task set forth in the objectives of extending the system downward (in
trophic terms), making energy input a system parameter.

The dynamics of each population of the biological subsystem were
formulated in terms of rates of gain and loss of population biomass.
The carnivore, herbivore, and vegetation populations each were given
gains consisting of recruitment (entry of new units of biomass into the
population through reproduction and immigration) and production
(enlargement of existing units of biomass through growth).

The gains

of the energy resource (R) consisted of different rates of input (I)
that were constant with respect to resource level.

Losses for all

components were divided into predatory and non-predatory losses.

The Booty/Liss model was incorporated into a model adapted to
SIMCON, entitled ECOSYS.

The original model reflected a considerable

degree of density-dependence in the component gain/loss curves.

This

tendency toward "diminishing returns" behavior was made more universal
in ECOSYS.

The principle of diminishing returns states that increasing

a single input to any production process will eventually yield less
than proportionate increases in output.

Thus, for all the gain and
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loss curves which are taken to be dependent on two variables (i.e.
production, recruitment, and predatory losses), relationships were
chosen which exhibit negative second derivatives in both variables.
Specifically, horizontally asymptotic functions were used in each
case.

One resulting difference between the gain and loss curves of

ECOSYS and those of the Booty/Liss model is that the production gain
curves in the latter are linear and were derived from a single curve
representing the relationship between relative growth rate and prey
biomass (Warren, 1971).

In ECOSYS, the production curves are

curvilinear and can be derived from a family of relative growth
relationships by multiplying relative growth and population density.
The functional form used for the production curves is illustrated for
the herbivore population in Figure 5a, and the corresponding relative
growth relationships are shown in Figure 5b.

The recruitment curve

chosen is a version of the Ricker (1954) recruitment curve, modified to
accomodate diminishing returns behavior and illustrated for the
herbivore population in Figure 5c.

The production and recruitment

curves are added together to obtain total gains.

The predation loss

curve is mathematically similar to the production gain curve, and is
illustrated for the herbivore population in Figure Sd.

The non-

predatory loss curve was taken to be dependent only on population
biomass, and is shown for the herbivore population in Figure Se.

The

predatory and non-predatory loss curves are added together to obtain
total losses.

Similar response functions were used to represent the

rates of gain and loss of other populations in the system.

In adapting the Booty/Liss model, the only major addition was that
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Figure 5:

Herbivore gain and loss curves. The herbivore population
has gains and losses representative of all of the
biological components of the system, and is used here as
an illustration. The precise values of the response
function coefficients vary for the different components.

Figure 5a

Herbivore production.
Herbivore production is
parameterized by its prey, V, and increases at a
decreasing rate with respect to both H and V.

Figure 5b:

Herbivore relative growth. Not strictly a response
function, the relative growth curve represents the
production curve divided by H.
Note that there is a one
to-one relationship between production and relative growth
curves.

Figure 5c:

Herbivore recruitment. Herbivore recruitment is a
variation of the Ricker recruitment curve, and is
parameterized by H's prey, V.
Recruitment increases at a
decreasing rate with changes in V.

Figure Sd:

Herbivore predatory losses. The functional form of the
response is similar to that of the production curve, but
with the curves being parameterized by H's predator, C.

Figure Se:

Herbivore non-predatory losses. This is a single curve,
relating non-predatory losses only to density of H.
It
increases at an increasing rate.
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of an economic subsystem.

In adding the economic subsystem, fishing

effort was converted from a system parameter to a system component,
price of fish (P) was added as a component, and demand for fish (D) and
cost of fishing (K) were added as system parameters.

In ECOSYS, fishing effort's rates of gain consist of monetary and
non-monetary returns from fishing.

Monetary returns consist of price

multiplied by yield (the latter of which is equal to C's predatory
losses) adjusted for the amount the market will bear at the prevailing
price, as shown in Figure 6a.

The market-clearing adjustment was

introduced to compensate for the idea that as fishermen bring their
catch to port at a given time a certain price will be prevailing in the
marketplace, and it is conceivable that after a large amount of fish
has been sold the market will become saturated enough that no more fish
can be sold at that price.

Non-monetary returns consist of the

satisfaction or "utility" which E gets from fishing

(Figure 6b).

Fishing effort's losses consist of costs incurred from fishing (Figure
6c).

Price of fish fluctuates according to the difference between its
current level and the level which would be obtained were the current
level of yield to prevail.

The latter level is determined by the

demand schedule (Figure 6d), which relates the quantity available for
sale (yield) to the price which must prevail in order for the entire
quantity to be sold.

Thus, given levels of yield and D, change in

price is equal to the price associated with the given yield on the
demand curve minus the current price.

When competing components are introduced, they behave according to
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Figure 6:

Economic component response functions.
Effort has
response functions conceptually similar to those of the
biological components.
Price differs in that its response
is simply the difference between its current level and its
equilibrium level, determined by the demand curve.

Figure 6a:

Gains to effort from revenue. C's predatory losses
(yield) enter into E's gains as the commodity which
fishermen sell for a price.
The product of price times
yield equals the revenue fishermen receive from these
sales.
Thus, when plotted against effort, revenue is
parameterized by levels of both P and C.
A marketsaturation assumption has been included, so that when
yield reaches the level associated with the prevailing
price along the demand curve, the revenue curve flattens
off.
If plotted against yield instead of effort, revenue
would be linear up to the saturation point, and would be
parameterized by P only.

Figure 6b:

Gains to effort from non-monetary income.
Non-monetary
income or utility accrues to effort as a result of
participating in the fishery at a given level and with a
given amount of success, measured in terms of yield.
The
function used is similar to the biological production
function, where utility increases at a decreasing rate
with changes in the levels of both effort and yield.

Figure 6c:

Losses to effort from costs.
E faces a cost schedule
which exhibits increasing marginal costs. The cost
schedule itself may vary, and is parameterized by levels
of TK (total costs), which shift the curve
proportionately.

Figure 6d:

Demand schedule. The demand schedule plots the
equilibrium relationship (from the consumers' point of
view) between price and yield.
The demand curve may shift
up or down proportionately with changes in the system
parameter D.
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response functions similar to the original component at that trophic
level.

The competing components then become additional parameters in

the losses of the next lower trophic level, and in the gains of the
next higher trophic level.

Model Manipulation

The objectives of this research deal with explaining some of the
implications of alternative states of a model.

Before changes in the

model can be understood, however, the model in some arbitrary initial
state must be understood.

To achieve this preliminary end, arbitrary

values (the "default values" given in Appendix I) may be chosen and
inserted into the functional forms of the response equations.

Using

either the graphical method or computer iteration, a trajectory and
community equilibrium point can be generated.

To explain the effects of changes in environmental parameters on
the management-related behavior of the system, a set of phase planes
needs to be constructed.

To explain the effects of those specific

changes in system composition outlined in the objectives, a similar
procedure may be used.

Changes in response functions illustrate especially well the
problem of trying to generalize a given model.

To fully understand the

implications of varying response functions without any a priori theory
would require varying all equations in all possible manners and in all
possible combinations.

Since this is clearly impossible, those

possible changes which appear intuitively to have the greatest
potential for affecting the management-related behavior of the system
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will be chosen for experimentation.

These will be taken to center on

changes in the carnivore's gain and loss curves.

The results of these

manipulations will form the basis for a possible formulation of general
rules for manipulations of this type.
The following two -chapters will develop a set of generalizations

which may be taken to constitute a theoretical framework for economic
fishery management.

The term "theoretical framework" is used to imply

that these generalizations provide only a skeletal structure around
which a working theory of economic fishery management could be built.
The next chapter deals with some of the positive (analytical, nonprescriptive) aspects of economic fishery management, with the final
chapter taking up some of the normative questions involved.
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RESULTS AND ANALYTIC INTERPRETATION

Environmental Parameter Manipulation

Phase Plane Construction

Under a given (constant) set of environmental parameter levels,
ECOSYS tends to move toward a single characteristic system equilibrium
point.

Under the default values given in Appendix I, ECOSYS generates

an equilibrium point for the system of Figure lb with the following
component levels:
4.9.

R = 4.9, V = 6.5, H = 6.7, C = .5, E = 7.3, and P =

Such a result is as far as many studies concerning specific

systems often go, but is relatively uninteresting when considered in a
world of vast environmental variability.

When the possibility of

different environmental regimes is introduced, the relatively simple
picture of system structure just given is exploded into complex
families of isoclines on a set of phase planes.

Such a set of phase

planes is given in Figure 7 for the system represented in Figure lb.
Figure 7 shows five phase planes linking the predator-prey
interactions of the system together by showing some of the possible
equilibrium structures of the system under different environments.

The

relation of these equilibrium structures to their corresponding
environments shall be described by tracing through community equilibria
on all five phase planes.

Four community equilibria will be examined

in detail for the first two phase planes to establish the mechanisms
involved.

The other phase planes will be treated in less depth to

avoid unnecessary repetition.

The equilibria to be traced through are those resulting from the
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Figure 7:

Phase plane representation of the system of Figure lb.
Isoclines on phase planes are used to represent the
possible equilibrium structures of the system resulting
from the imposition of different parameter regimes.
Four
common environmentally-determined equilibria are carried
through on all phase planes to illustrate the codeterminate nature of the system at equilibrium:
1)

2)
3)

4)

Figure 7a:

51, ITK, 10D (circle)
51, 3TK, 10D (diamond)
51, 1TK, 5D (square)
1I, 1TK, 5D (triangle)

E/P phase plane.
P isoclines are parameterized by levels
of I and D.
E isoclines are parameterized by levels of I
and TK.

Figure 7b:

E/C phase plane.
C isoclines are parameterized by levels
of I.
E isoclines are parameterized by levels of D and
TK.

Figure 7c:

C/H phase plane.
H isoclines are parameterized by levels
of I.
C isoclines are parameterized by levels of E.

Figure 7d:

H/V phase plane.
V isoclines are parameterized by levels
of I.
H isoclines are parameterized by levels of C.

Figure 7e:

V/R phase plane.
R isoclines are parameterized by levels
of I.
V isoclines are parameterized by levels of H.
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imposition of the following system environmental regimes:

1) economic

demand for carnivore (D) = 10, energy input (I) = 5, cost of fishing
index (TK, set equal in all cases to market cost index AK) = 1; 2) D =
10,

= 1.

I = 5, TK = 3; 3) D = 5, I = 5, TK = 1; and 4) D = 5, I = 1, and TK

The equilibria corresponding to these environments are denoted by

a circle, diamond, square, and triangle, respectively.

Turning to the E/P phase plane in Figure 7a, some generalizations
regarding the equilibrium behavior of this particular system's
structure over the range of environments shown can be seen.

For

example, for a given level of cost and energy input, increasing demand
tends to shift the prey isoclines to the right on the phase plane,
increasing both effort and price.

This is because increasing demand

produces an increased stimulus to effort in the form of a higher dollar
return per unit of catch, as well as an upward shift in the equilibrium
price corresponding to a given amount of catch (see Figure 6d for an
illustration of the relationship between an increase in demand and
equilibrium price).

In Figure 7a, at 5I and 1TK, increasing demand

from SD (square) to IOD (circle) results in an increase in equilibrium
effort from a level

of 6.1 to a level of 7.3, and an increase in

equilibrium price from a level of 2.1 to a level of 4.9.

Another tendency is for effort to decrease and price to increase
(for given levels of demand and costs) as energy input decreases.

At

5D and 1TK in Figure 7a, reduction in energy input from 51 (square) to
11 (triangle) results in an equilibrium decrease in effort from a level
of 6.1 to a level of 5.3, and an equilibrium increase in price from a
level of 2.1 to a level of 2.3.

The shift in effort is a response to a
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decrease in the carnivore population resulting from the decrease in
energy input, as will be shown later.

The shift in price is due to a

reduction in yield caused by the combination of lowered effort and
lowered carnivore population.

At 10D and 51, increasing costs from 1TK (circle) to 3TK (diamond)
results in a decrease in equilibrium effort from 7.3 to 3.9, and a
decrease in price from 4.9 to 4.5.

It should be noted, though, that

reductions in price are not universally found under conditions of
increased costs and given levels of D and I.

At 10D and SI, further

increases in cost will result in increases in price.

The reduction in

effort is a straightforward result of increasing costs of fishing.

The

ambiguous effects on price are explained less easily, but result
because yield tends to increase with increasing effort to a maximum,
after which further increases in effort result in decreases in yield.
Since price is inversely related to yield along a given demand curve,
price tends to increase and then decrease as effort decreases in
response to increases in cost level.

The effects of increases in

effort on yield will be discussed in greater depth later.

Moving to the E/C phase plane in Figure 7b, the equilibria
corresponding to the same four environments (denoted by the same
symbols), can be examined.

At a given level of I and TK, increased

demand results in an increase in equilibrium effort and a decrease in
the equilibrium level of the carnivore population, as shown at SI and
1TK with an increase in demand from SD (square) to 10D (circle).

At a given level of TK and D, reduction in T leads to the same
decrease in effort described before, with a coincident decrease in the
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level of the carnivore population.

At 1TK and 5D, reduction in energy

input from 51 (square) to 1I (triangle) is shown to result in effort
decreasing from 6.1 to 5.3 and carnivore biomass decreasing from 1.5 to
1.1.

Decreasing energy input in this system has the effect of

decreasing each predator component's prey population.

On this phase

plane a decrease in energy input causes a reduction in carnivore
density.

An increase in costs at a given level of D and I causes a decrease
in effort and a corresponding increase in carnivore density.

At 51 and

10D, increasing costs from 1TK to 3TK results in effort decreasing from
7.3 to 3.9 as discussed earlier, and carnivore biomass increasing from
.5 to 3.0.

The increase in carnivore biomass results from the decrease

in effort.

On the C/H phase plane in Figure 7c, at a given rate of energy
input I, increased fishing effort brings about a decrease in
equilibrium carnivore biomass and a corresponding increase in the
biomass of the carnivore's prey, the herbivore.

As shown on the

previous phase planes, at a given level of I, effort may increase as a
result of increased demand if costs are fixed, or as a result of
reduction in costs if demand is fixed.

Thus increasing demand and/or

reducing costs increases fishing effort and shifts the equilibrium
point downward along the prey isoclines identified by particular values
of I.

The decrease in carnivore density occasioned by reduction in I is
shown on the C/H phase plane to result from a decrease in the level of
the herbivore population.

Reduced herbivore biomass stems in turn from
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reductions in V, R, and ultimately I.

The H/V phase plane in Figure 7d shows that for a given level of
I, increasing carnivore density results in a decrease in the density of
its prey the herbivore, and an increase in the density of the
herbivore's prey, the vegetation component.

As on previous phase

planes, a reduction in I tends to reduce the levels of both components.
The V/R phase plane in Figure 7e completes the equilibrium
analysis of system structure.

Here, increasing herbivore density is

shown to decrease the density of its prey, the vegetation component,
and increase the density of the vegetation component's resource, R.
The reductions in the levels of both components resulting from reduced
I completes the path from energy input all the way up the trophic chain
to the effort component, showing how a reduction in the former causes
decreases in R, V, H, C, and E.

To summarize Figure 7, holding TK and D constant and increasing I
is manifested as increased gains to R, thus causing increased
equilibrium density of R, and by similar argument causing increased
equilibrium densities of V, H, C, and E.

Holding I and D constant and

increasing TK raises fishing effort's losses, thus causing decreased
equilibrium E.

This sets up a causal chain which tends to increase C,

decrease H, increase V, and finally decrease R.

Price may increase or

decrease depending on whether or not the tendency for yield to increase
due to increased C is offset by the tendency for yield to decrease due
to decreased E.

Holding I and TK constant and increasing D leads

toward increased price, setting up a causal chain which tends to
increase E, decrease C, increase H, decrease V, and finally increase R.
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The Multiple Steady-State Nature of Systems

Using isoclines to analyze equilibrium system behavior as
illustrated in the preceding section can serve a heuristic function,
acting to suggest some generalizations about systems.

While by no

means exhaustive, the following might represent a partial list of such
generalizations:

Generalization #1:

System equilibria are defined by the

intersections of pairs of isoclines within families of isoclines on
phase planes.

Such a generalization follows straightforwardly from the

isocline methodology.

Its importance lies in the fact that it ascribes

relatively little significance to the study of a single equilibrium, or
system behavior under a single environmental regime.

The example of

Figure 7 illustrates the degree to which a system's equilibrium
structure may vary with changes in conditions in the environment of the
system.

Generalization #2:

System behavior can be explained by

trajectories tracking single environment-specific equilibria.

This is

important because of the recent emphasis in theoretical ecology on
systems exhibiting multiple equilibria under a given environmental
regime (Holling 1973, 1978).

While it is not clear that this type of

multiple-equilibrium behavior is non-existant, it is important to
realize that in all likelihood it will never be necessary to introduce
such a possibility to explain observed behavior.

The usual reason

given for using an argument which associates more than one equilibrium
with a single environmental regime is that it is needed to explain the
case where a system tracks one equilibrium, is perturbed to a distant
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location in phase space, then fails to return to the original
equilibrium.

This can be explained in a "one environment:one

equilibrium" framework in two ways:

one, that the environmental

conditions have changed, or two, that the position or form of the
isoclines has shifted due to a change in the qualitative makeup of one
or more of the system components.
Generalization #3:

Management of one component of a system

inevitably involves re-structuring the system.

This follows for any

system, if one takes the term "system" to imply that all of the
system's components either directly or indirectly interact.

The truth

of such a generalization may be readily ascertained by examining the
effects on equilibrium system behavior of manipulating any component in
Figure 7.

For example, to say that an agency is going to manage the

halibut population in a given fishery system is also to say that the
agency will be restructuring the equilibrium levels of every population
and/or resource either directly or indirectly interacting with the
halibut population.
Generalization #4:

There exists, for each response function

involved in the dynamics of a system, a corresponding "equilibrium
response function" depicting the response of the relevant component at
equilibrium to a set of environmental regimes.
explained by use of a specific example.

This can best be

The carnivore population has

as one of its response functions an equation representing predatory
losses, or yield.

The precise equation used in generating the phase

planes in Figure 7 was:

yield = 10(1-exp(-C))(1-exp(-.1E)).

If one

were able to know the equilibrium levels of C and E corresponding to a
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set of environments, this equation would permit the assigning of
equilibrium levels of yield to the same set of environments.

This set

of equilibrium levels of yield could then be plotted against C or E (or
any other desired component) to obtain an equilibrium yield curve.

Since the E/C phase plane shows precisely the desired information -equilibrium levels of C and E for given environments -- construction of
an equilibrium yield curve is possible.

For example, in Figure 7b, for a level of energy input equal to S
the equilibrium levels of C and E associated with different levels of
the environmental parameters TK and D are:

1TK, 10D - 0.5C, 7.3E

(circle); 1TK, 5D - 1.5C, 6.1E (square); and 3TK, 10D - 3.0C, 3.9E
(diamond).

The equilibrium yield associated with each equilibrium C

and E can be calculated from the yield equation given above.

Equilibrium yield-effort curves generated at 51 and 1I are shown in
Figure 8a.

The curves go through the origin because yield = 0 when

effort is zero, regardless of the level of C.

An equilibrium yield-

effort curve is generated at each rate of energy input I.

Thus there

exist families of equilibrium yield and other equilibrium response
functions.

Equilibrium Response Functions as Objective Functions

It was an equilibrium yield curve just like one of those shown in
Figure 8a that formed the objective function for the early MSY models
(e.g. that of Schaefer 1954).

The goal of management in these models

was perceived to be maximizing the equilibrium yield of a population,
and it was thought that this could be done by discovering the form of a
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Figure 8:

Equilibrium response and objective functions.
Information
provided by isocline representation of a system may be
used to construct equilibrium response functions.
These,
or other equilibrium curves, may be used as objective
functions in management.
Like the isoclines from which
they are derived, equilibrium response functions appear as
families of curves.
The environmental regimes represented
by the symbols are the same as those in Figure 7.

Figure 8a:

Equilibrium yield curves for the system depicted in Figure
7.
When parameterized by I (i.e. when TK and AK are
allowed to vary), the equilibrium yield curves are domeshaped, beginning at the origin, increasing to a peak, and
returning down across the E axis. Each point on such a
curve is associated with a pair (or perhaps two pairs) of
TK and D values.
As TK decreases, one moves from left to
right along a given 1-parameterized yield curve. As D
decreases, one moves from right to left.
If TK and D are
held constant and I is allowed to vary, the yield curves
do not appear domed but are constantly increasing. As I
increases, one moves from left to right along a TK/Dparameterized yield curve.

Figure 8b:

Equilibrium supply and demand for the system of Figure 7.
The demand curves are simply the equilibrium demand curves
of Figure 6d. The supply curves are parameterized by
levels of TK and I and exhibit "backward-bending"
behavior.

Figure 8c:

Equilibrium social welfare for the system of Figure lb.
For given levels of I and D, social welfare exhibits the
domed behavior described for yield in Figure 8a. As TK
increases, one moves from right to left along a D/Iparameterized curve. For given levels of TK and D, social
welfare curves are constantly increasing.
As I increases,
one moves from left to right along such a curve.
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unique yield curve and moving to its peak by regulating effort.

The

discussion of equilibrium response functions just concluded, however,
showed that finding the peak of a single yield curve only maximizes
equilibrium yield for a given level of some environmental parameter,
and may prove highly sub-optimal were another set of environmental
conditions to prevail.

The mechanism for moving the system to the desired point on the
objective function could consist of legislating the prevailing level of
effort, or alternatively could consist of manipulating some
environmental parameter to cause effort to arrive at the desired level.
One environmental parameter which lends itself nicely to such
manipulation is the cost index, which can be increased artificially by
imposing a tax on effort, or decreased artificially by subsidizing
effort.

ECOSYS facilitates this type of regulation by use of the

variables TK and AK, where AK is an index of actual (market) costs, and
TK represents total (market plus tax) costs.

Thus, if AK = 1 and TK =

2, then one-half of a fisherman's costs are actually taxes.

In

deriving Figure 7 TK was set equal to AK, representing the case in
which there were no taxes at all.

In the case where there is no taxation, Figure 8a shows how
changes in environmental parameters effect the level of yield obtained
from the system.

At a given level of energy input (I) and cost (TK),

increasing demand shifts the equilibrium point upward along the prey
isocline on the E/C phase plane, increasing effort and reducing C, and
thus equilibrium effort is shifted to the right along the yield-effort
curve (e.g. square to circle in Figures 7a and 8a).

The increase in
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effort follows directly from the increased profitability resulting from
increased demand.

At given levels of I and D, increasing TK shifts the

equilibrium point downward along the prey isocline on the E/C phase
plane, reducing effort and increasing C, and equilibrium effort is
shifted to the left, toward the origin, along the yield-effort curve
(e.g. circle to diamond in Figures 7a and 8a).

A decrease in energy input results in a decrease in effort and
yield at a given TK and D (e.g. square to triangle in Figures 7a and
8a).

The reduction in E is a result of a reduction in the densities of

populations on all lower trophic levels.

Since both E and C exhibit a

decrease under this environmental shift, yield decreases unambiguously.
Figure 8b shows how the equilibrium yield curves map into a supply
and demand framework.

In its simplest form, supply and demand analysis

consists of a single demand curve and a single supply curve plotted on
price/quantity axes.

The supply curve is most often of the short-run

variety, where the amount which producers are willing to supply at a
given price is found by determining which quantity is associated with a
marginal cost equal to that price.
respects.

Figure 8b differs in two important

First, families of curves parameterized by different levels

of environmental conditions are shown instead of a single pair of
curves.

The system then has not one but an infinite number of

potential price/yield equilibria, of which only a few are depicted
here.

Second, the supply curves shown in Figure 8b are not short-run but
equilibrium supply curves.

As a result, two characteristics are found

in these supply curves which would not be expected in short-run supply
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curves.

The first of these is that the curves are not positively-

sloped along their entire lengths.

What this implies is that, in

equilibrium, as price increases, the amount producers are willing to
supply decreases after some point.

This would be hard to explain were

it a short-run phenomenon, but in the long run it is not too
remarkable, and has been accepted in the literature for some time
(Turvey, 1957).

The explanation is simply that as equilibrium price

increases because of increasing demand, equilibrium effort can be
supported at higher levels.

Ultimately, this can have the effect of

reducing the fish population to the extent that the tendency for yields
to increase from increased effort is more than offset by the tendency
for yield to decrease from reduced fish numbers.

Thus, increased price

may result in decreased supply (along a given supply curve).
The other characteristic distinguishing these equilibrium supply
curves from their short-run counterparts is the possibility for two
supply curves parameterized by the same energy input level to cross.
For example, in the curves depicted in Figure 8b, the supply curve
parameterized by 3TK, 51 crosses the supply curve parameterized by 1TK,
51 at a level of yield equal to 2.8 and price equal to 4.2.

This

implies that as price increases above 4.2 due to increasing demand,
producers will produce more when their cost schedule is higher.

In

this example, if demand increased to a level of 10D, a yield of 2.1
would result under a cost level of 1TK, but a yield of 3.1 would result
under a cost level of 3TK (circle and diamond in Figures 8a and 8b).
This would never occur in the traditional short-run case, where the
supply curve equals the marginal cost schedule.

There, an increase of
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the type represented by a change in the TK parameter would result in a
proportionate change in the entire supply curve.
case, however, such a simple shift may not occur.

In the equilibrium

A higher yield under

a higher cost schedule may be possible because of the same opposing
tendencies of increasing effort and decreasing fish numbers discussed
above.

The effect of an increase in the cost schedule is to reduce

equilibrium effort.
density.

This in turn serves to increase equilibrium fish

The tendency for yield to decrease due to decreasing effort

may be offset by the tendency for it to increase due to increasing fish
density.

Thus, as price rises due to an increase in demand, producers

may produce more when they face a higher cost schedule.
While the early objective functions were generally composed of
equilibrium yield curves, this is not the only equilibrium function
which can be or has been used as an objective function.

With the

advent of fishery economics, the objective function switched from yield
to social welfare.

ECOSYS is set up to generate a measure of social

welfare largely in keeping with traditional concepts of this quantity.
The measure of social welfare used here consists of consumer surplus
plus tax revenue minus transfer payments.

Consumer surplus, as

explained in the Introduction, represents the value of a product to
consumers in excess of what they pay for it at the market.

measured in ECOSYS as the integral of the demand curve.
the difference between total costs and market costs.

This is

Tax revenue is

Transfer payments

represent payments to displaced units of effort which are forced to
accept employment at a lower rate of return as a result of imposition
of government regulation.

The method used to calculate transfer
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payments is described in Appendix II.

Of course, in the system dealt

with so far there are no taxes Ca = AK), so tax revenue and transfer
payments are zero in the current example.

Figure 8c portrays the relationship between equilibrium social
welfare and effort.

Since social welfare is composed solely of

consumer surplus in this example, and since consumer surplus is a
monotone increasing function of yield, these curves are similar in
shape to the yield-effort curves (Figure 8a).

At a given TK and D, decreasing I results in a reduction in effort
and social welfare (e.g. square to triangle, Figure 8c).

The decrease

in effort is due to the decrease in carnivore biomass resulting from
the reduction in energy input (Figure 7).

The decrease in social

welfare is in turn due to the reduction in yield resulting from the
combination of decreases in both effort and carnivore density.

Thus,

in general, reducing the rate of energy input results in lowering of
the social welfare curve for this system.

At given levels of I and TK, increasing D results in increased
effort and social welfare (e.g square to circle, Figure 8c).

The

increase in effort is due to the ability of increased demand to sustain
a higher price for a given level of yield, translating into an increase
in the magnitude of effort's gains.

The increase in social welfare

also results straightforwardly from the increase in demand, since
consumer surplus is simply the integral of the demand curve.
An increase in costs (TK) results in a shift toward the origin
along a particular I/D-parameterized social welfare curve (e.g. circle
to diamond, Figure 8c).
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System Composition Manipulation

By allowing environmental conditions to vary, it has been possible
to "explode" the single equilibrium obtained under default conditions
into a set of phase planes showing multiple steady-states, each
occurring at the intersection of a pair of isoclines existing within
families of isoclines.

To fully understand the system, however, it is

not only necessary to consider changes in environmental parameters
external to the system, but changes in system composition as well.
Changing complexity in a system with the degree of trophic development
found in ECOSYS would most logically come in the form of adding
competing components at the various trophic levels.

In this section,

competition at the C, H, and E levels will be examined.

When

competition exists at a given trophic level, competing components will
be denoted by use of the subscripts 1 and 2,
introduced components, respectively.

for the original and

As in the section on

environmental parameter manipulation, some of the phase planes
resulting from the various manipulations will be worked through in
considerable detail.

A summary section of general trends observed will

follow.

The introduction of a competing carnivore (Figure lc) results in
the addition of a new predatory loss term to H's rate of change
equation and a new revenue term to E's rate of change equation.
Introduction of C2 as an exploited population also implicitly assumes
introduction of a price component, P2.

C2's response functions are of

the same form as Cl's, and have the default magnitudes shown in
Appendix I.

Although. C2 is introduced explicitly in the response
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functions of only two components (H and E), it shifts the isoclines on
nearly every phase plane in the system.

Two examples of the types of

shifts possible are shown on the E /Cl phase plane in Figure 9a and the
Cl/H phase plane shown in Figure 9b.

Figure 9a compares isoclines in

the presence of C2 (solid isoclines) with the isoclines of Figure 7b in
which C2 was absent (dashed isoclines).

Addition of the competing

carnivore has the effect of reducing equilibrium levels of Cl and
increasing equilibrium levels of E (compare solid and open symbols).
The addition of C2 serves to add a monotone increase to the gain curves
of Cl's utilizer component, E.

This in turn would tend to allow E to

persist at higher equilibrium levels than before, thus increasing
predation on Cl and causing its density to tend to decrease.

Further,

C2 has a tendency to drive H down, thereby decreasing Cl's rates of
gain.

The addition of C2 in this example does not alter the directional
effects of changes in I, TK, or D.

As in Figure 7b, at given levels of

TK and D, reduction in I results in a decrease in Cl and a decrease in
E (e.g. square to triangle in Figure 9a).

At given levels of I and TK,

increasing D causes Cl to decrease and E to increase (e.g. square to
circle in Figure 9a).

And, at given levels of I and D, increasing TK

causes Cl to increase and E to decrease (e.g. circle to diamond in
Figure 9a).

The mechanisms underlying these effects are the same as

those underlying their counterparts in Figure 7b.

The Cl/H phase plane in Figure 9b compares isoclines in the
presence of C2 (solid isoclines) with those shown in Figure 7c in which
C2 was absent (dashed isoclines).

The addition of C2 serves to
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Figure 9:

Phase plane representation of the system of Figure lc.
The introduction of a competing carnivore into the system
causes the isoclines on nearly all phase planes in Figure
7 to shift. Here, the isoclines with. C2 present are shown
as solid lines.
The isoclines with C2 absent (Figure 7)
are shown as dashed lines.
The symbols represent the
equilibria associated with the same four environments as
in Figure 7, with the Figure 7 equilibria being shown here
as open symbols.

Figure 9a:.

E/C1 phase plane.
E isoclines are parameterized by TK and
D.
Cl isoclines are parameterized by I. Note how the
four environmental equilibria have tended to move toward
higher levels of E and lower levels of C with the
introduction of C2.

Figure 9b:

Cl/H phase plane.
Cl isoclines are parameterized by E. H
isoclines are parameterized by I. Note how the four
environmental equilibria have tended to move toward higher
levels of H and lower levels of Cl upon the introduction
of C2.
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increase H densities under the four sets of environmental conditions
represented by the symbols, but also causes some decreases in H
densities under other environmental conditions.

The non-universality

of direction of change in H is due to the opposing tendencies presented
by the addition of C2.

Addition of C2 tends to increase equilibrium E

density and decrease equilibrium Cl density.

H density will increase

in the presence of C2 if C1 is so reduced by increased E that total
predation loss of H from both Cl and C2 is less than predation loss by
Cl in the absence of C2.

Whether or not this occurs depends on the

particular prevailing environmental conditions.

Again, the addition of C2 does not alter the direction of change
in Cl and H resulting from changes in effort.

In the presence of C2

increases in effort resulting from increased demand or reduced costs
bring about decreases in Cl and increases in H.

Increased I leads to

an increase in both Cl and H.

Having looked at some possible results stemming from the
introduction of a competing carnivore population, further expansion of
system complexity would help to examine the possible generality of
these results.

To this end, H2 can be introduced into the system as a

competitor to H1 (Figure 1d).

Introduction of H2 results in the

addition of a new predatory loss term to V's rate of change equation.

Both H2 and H1 parameterize the recruitment and production of both Cl
and C2 and thus contribute to the rates of gain of these populations.

H2's response functions are of the same form as Hi's, and have the
default magnitudes shown in Appendix I.

Although H2 is explicitly

introduced on the gain and loss curves of only V, Cl, and C2, it shifts
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the isoclines on every phase plane in the system.

The Cl/H1 phase

plane in Figure 10a and the E/C1 phase plane in Figure 10b show
examples of the types of system restructuring that can occur with the
introduction of a competing herbivore population into the system
represented in Figure 9.

Figure 10a includes the isoclines shown in Figure 9b in which C2
is present.

Comparing these two sets of isoclines can give an idea of

the effects which introduction of H2 can have on the Cl/H1 phase plane.
The introduction of H2 decreases HI densities and increases Cl
densities under all sets of environmental conditions shown.

The

introduction of another herbivore population into the system has the
direct effect of adding another loss term to V's rate of change
equation, thus tending to reduce its equilibrium density.

This in turn

would tend to reduce Hl's equilibrium density.
The E /Cl phase plane shown in Figure 10b shows that introduction

of H2 results in increased equilibrium levels of Cl and E under each
set of environmental conditions shown.

The increase in Cl, which also

appears in Figure 10a, is in this case the cause of the equilibrium
increase in E.

This is analogous to the situation in Figure 7 where it

was shown that an increase in the equilibrium density of the lowest
trophic level could result in equilibrium increases in components at
the highest trophic level.

The addition of H2 does not affect the direction of change in
component densities caused by shifting environmental conditions.

Reduction in TK or increased D result in increased E, which in turn
brings about decreases in Cl and increases in H1, as occurred when H2
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Figure 10:

Phase plane representation of the system of Figure ld.
The introduction of a competing herbivore into the system
causes the isoclines on both phase planes in Figure 9 to
shift.
Here, the isoclines with H2 present are shown as
solid lines. The isoclines with H2 absent (Figure 9) are
The four environmental equilibria
shown as dashed lines.
are indicated by the usual symbols, with the Figure 9
equilibria being indicated by open symbols.

Figure 10a:

Cl /Hi phase plane.

Cl isoclines are parameterized by E.
H1 isoclines are parameterized by I. Note how the four
environmental equilibria have tended to move toward higher
levels of Cl and lower levels of H1 with the introduction
of H2.

Figure 10b:

E/C1 phase plane.
E isoclines are parameterized by levels
of TK and D. Cl isoclines are parameterized by levels of
I.
Note how the four environmental equilibria have tended
to move toward higher levels of both E and Cl with the
introduction of H2.
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was absent from the system.
Cl, and Hl.

Reductions in I lead to decreases in E,

The mechanisms underlying these effects are the same as

those underlying their analogues in Figure 7c.

The third addition to the system to be considered is the
introduction of a competing effort component.

Introduction of E2 adds

another loss term to the rate of change equations of both Cl and C2,
and by providing two more categories of yield reduces the gain terms in
the response functions of P1 and P2.

E2's response functions are of

the same form as El's and have the default magnitudes shown in Appendix
I.

Again, although E2 was explicitly introduced into the response

functions of only Cl, C2, P1, and P2, the addition of a competing E
component causes the isoclines to shift on every phase plane in the
system.

The solid isoclines in Figure 11 represent the El/C1 phase

plane when E2 is added to the system of Figure 10 in which both C2 and
H2 are present.

The dashed isoclines in Figure 11 represent the system

with competition at the C and H levels only (Figure 10b).
Comparison of the two sets of isoclines in Figure 11 shows that
the introduction of E2 in this example causes a reduction in
equilibrium density of both Cl and El for all environments shown.
mechanisms behind these shifts are fairly straightforward.

The

Addition of

E2 acts directly to decrease Cl by adding another loss term to Cl's
rate of change equation.

It indirectly decreases El by decreasing El's

resource components, Cl and C2.

Addition of E2 in this example does not change the direction of
the effect of changes in environmental conditions.

Increasing TK or

reducing D causes a reduction in El and an increase in Cl, and reducing
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Figure 11:

El/C1 phase plane for the system of Figure le.
The
introduction of a competing effort component causes the
isoclines on bOth phase planes in Figure 10 to shift.
Here, the solid lines represent the isoclines with E2
present (Figure le), with the dashed lines representing
the isoclines without E2 present (Figures ld, 10b).
The
four environmental equilibria are indicated by the usual
symbols, with the Figure 10 equilibria indicated by open
symbols.
El isoclines are parameterized by TK and D.
Cl
isoclines are parameterized by I. Note how the four
environmental equilibria have tended to move toward lower
levels of both Cl and El with the introduction of E2.
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I causes decreases in both El and Cl.

Figure 12 represents a general summary of the observed effects of
varying environmenal parameters and system composition on two phase
planes in the system.

Of course, changes in environmental parameters

and system composition may shift the isoclines on all phase planes in
the system, but only those two most relevant to common management
questions will be dealt with here.

Figure 12a shows that increasing

D or introducing a competing carnivore tends to shift the predator
isoclines on the E/C phase plane up, thus increasing the equilibrium
level of E and decreasing the equilibrium density of C along a given
prey isocline.

Likewise, introducing a competing herbivore may shift'

the predator isoclines upward, but only if a competing carnivore is
also present.

Conversely, increasing TK or introducing a competing

fishing effort component tends to move the predator isoclines on the
E/C phase plane down, thus decreasing E and increasing C along a given
prey isocline.

Increasing I or introducing a competing herbivore tends to move
the prey isoclines on the E/C phase plane away from the origin, causing
both E and C to increase along a given predator isocline.

Introducing

a competing fishing effort component or a competing carnivore, on the
other hand, tends to move the prey isoclines toward the origin, causing
both E and C densities to decrease along a given predator isocline.
On the C/H phase plane in Figure

12b, increasing equilibrium E or

introducing a competing fishing effort component tends to shift the
predator isoclines down, causing C to decrease and H to increase along
a given prey isocline.

Conversely, introducing a competing herbivore
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Figure 12:

Summary of effects of environmental parameter level and
system composition on isocline position.
Hypothetical
isoclines are positioned on two phase planes to illustrate
the observed directional effects of changes in
environmental parameter level and system composition on
equilibrium system structure. Arrows indicate the
direction of effect of specified change on isocline
position.
Some conditional effects are noted by
including qualifying remarks in parentheses.

Figure 12a:

Levels
Effects of specified changes on E/C phase plane.
of D and TK, as_well as presence of C2, E2, and H2
(conditional upon presence of C2) determine position of
predator isoclines.
Level of I as well as presence of H2,
C2, and E2 determine position of prey isoclines.

Figure 12b:

Level of
Effects of specified changes on C/H phase plane.
E, as well as presence of H2 and E2 determine position of
predator isoclines. Level of I, as well as presence of
H2, C2, and E2 (conditional upon presence of C2) determine
position of prey isoclines.
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tends to move the predator isoclines on the C/H phase plane up, thus
decreasing H and increasing C along a given prey isocline.

Increasing I shifts the prey isoclines on the C/H phase plane away
from the origin, causing densities of both C and H to increase along a
given predator isocline.

Likewise, introducing a competing herbivore

may shift the prey isoclines away from the origin, but only if a
competing carnivore is present.

Introducing a competing carnivore or

herbivore, on the other hand, will tend to move the prey isoclines
toward the origin, causing densities of both C and H to decrease along
a given predator isocline.

Response Function Manipulation

Directional Change in Component Density

In considering the effects on system structure of various changes
in environmental parameter levels and system composition, several
observed tendencies were explored which were found to be intuitively
reasonable.

It must be wondered, however, how universal these

tendencies (directions of change) are; for example if an introduced
competing carnivore had possessed slightly different response
functions, would the results observed have been qualitatively
different?

In other words, it would be highly profitable to know what

could be said about a system's behavior without knowing every single
detail of the system's operation.

To a considerable extent, the tendencies observed so far seem
concordant with. some general rules of behavior which appear to be

implicit in much of ecological theory and previous isocline analyses
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(Booty 1975, Liss 1977).

Pinpointing an explicit formulation of these

"rules" of system structure is difficult, however.

In an attempt to

perceive what general trends ecologists expect to find in the structure
of systems, a set of rules shall be developed and taken to define
"normal" behavior.

Each "norm" is meant to represent the effects of a

change in density of one component on the density of another component,
where the change in density of the first component is initially
exogenous to any change in density of the second component.

The norms

do not represent universally-true laws of system behavior, but merely
one view of system structure that seems to occupy a prominent position
in ecological thought.
Norm #1:

They may be derived from two basic tendencies:

A change in equilibrium prey density causes a change in

equilibrium predator density in the same direction.

On a predator/prey

phase plane, this implies that predator isoclines have positive slopes,
and that prey isoclines are shifted toward the origin as resource or
prey parameter level decreases.

For example, in Figure 7c predator

isoclines (parameterized by E) have positive slopes and prey isoclines
(parameterized by I) are shifted toward the origin as I decreases.
Norm #2:

A change in equilibrium predator density causes a change

in equilibrium prey density in the opposite direction.

On a predator/

prey phase plane, this implies that prey isoclines have negative
slopes, and that predator isoclines are shifted toward the prey axis as
predator or utilizer parameter level increases.

For example, in Figure

7c prey isoclines have negative slopes, and predator isoclines are
shifted toward the prey axis as E increases.

Linking norms together transitively generates other norms for
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behavior involving different types of interactions.

A partial listing

of possible derived norms includes the following:
Norm #3:

A change in equilibrium density of one competitor causes

a change in the equilibrium density of the other competitorW in the
opposite direction.
norm #1:

This follows from joint application of norm #2 and

if competitors both prey on the same resource, then by norm

#2 a change in the equilibrium density of one competitor will cause the
equilibrium density of the common resource to shift in the opposite
direction.

Then, by norm #1 the shift in equilibrium resource density

causes a shift in equilibrium density of the other competitor in the
same direction, which is opposite to the direction of change of the
first competitor.

For the system of Figure 13a, this norm implies that

on a Cl/H1 phase plane, C2-parameterized prey isoclines move toward the
origin as C2 level increases (for constant I), as shown in Figure 13b.
Norm #4:

A change in equilibrium density of the exclusive

predator of one competitor causes a change in the equilibrium density
of the other competitor(s) in a direction identical to that of the
change in predator density.
with norm #3.

This norm follows from linking norm #2

For the system of Figure 13a, this norm implies that on

an E/C2 phase plane, 1-parameterized isoclines have positive slopes, as
shown in Figure 13c.
Norm #5:

A change in equilibrium density of the exclusive prey of

one competitor causes a change in equilibrium density of the other
competitor(s) in a direction opposite that of the change in prey
density.

This norm follows from linking norm #1 with norm #3.

For the

system of Figure 13a, this norm implies that on a C1 /H2 phase plane, E-
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Figure 13:

Representation of norms for hypothetical system.
A system
is developed for use in illustrating norms of behavior
discussed in text.

Figure 15a:

Kinetic organization of hypothetical system. The system
shown is similar to that depicted in Figure ld, except
that E does not prey upon C2, and Cl does not prey upon
Hl.

Figure 13b:

Cl/H1 phase plane. C2-parameterized prey isoclines move
toward the origin with increasing C2 density, for a given
level of I.

Figure 13c:

E/C2 phase plane.
I-parameterized isoclines have positive
slopes, and K/D-parameterized isoclines have negative
slopes.

Figure 13d:

Cl/H2 phase plane.
I-parameterized isoclines have
positive slopes, and E-parameterized isoclines have
negative slopes.
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parameterized isoclines have negative slopes, as shown in Figure 13d.
Norm #6:

A change in equilibrium density of one competitor causes

a change in the equilibrium density of the exclusive prey of the other
competitor(s) in a direction identical to that of the change in density
of the first competitor.
norm #2.

This norm follows from linking norm #3 with

For the system of Figure 13a, this norm implies that on a

Cl/H2 phase plane, I-parameterized isoclines have positive slopes, as
shown in Figure 13d.
Norm #7:

A change in the equilibrium density of one competitor

causes a change in the equilibrium density of the exclusive predator of
the other competitor(s) in a direction opposite that of the change in
density of the first competitor.
#3 with norm #1.

This norm follows from linking norm

For the system of Figure 13a, this norm implies that

on an E/C2 phase plane, K/D-parameterized isoclines have negative
slopes, as shown in Figure 13c.

As previously noted, these norms are not offered as unbreakable
rules of system behavior.

In fact, some violations of normal behavior

have already been found in the manipulations of environmental parameter
levels and system composition so far examined.

One of these can be

found in Figure 7a, where the P isoclines are negatively-sloped over
parts of their lengths, but positively-sloped over others.

Recalling

the kinetic diagrams of Figure 1, it can be seen that P is conceptually
identical to a resource or "prey" component of E, and E is conceptually
no different than a utilizer or "predator" of P.

As a predator/prey

subsystem, they would be expected to behave, by norm #2, such that
increasing equilibrium effort should result in decreased equilibrium
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price.

The counterpart of this norm in Figure 7a should be that the P

isoclines have negative slopes.

However, it can easily be seen that

norm #2 holds only over certain regions of the P isoclines.
Another example of behavior that departs from the stated norms may
be found in Figure 9b.

Comparison of the two sets of isoclines shows

that the addition of C2 causes equilibrium decreases in H under some
environments, but equilibrium increases under others.

This represents

a case of an increase in equilibrium density of a predator having
differential effects on the equilibrium density of its prey component.
Norm #2, however, states that such an increase should cause the prey
density to decrease.

Although the two cases just cited involve different subsystems,
examining them in kinetic diagram form enables
involving somewhat similar processes.

one to view them as

In fact, diagramming systems

according to the rules used in forming kinetic diagrams can be useful
in determining, in a highly general way, just when normal behavior will
unambiguously prevail.

The first step in formulating a general rule for the types of
system behavior under consideration is to define some new terms.
first of these is the "subsystem operational network" (SON).

The

An SON is

a portion of the system kinetic operation defined by the directional
interaction between two given components as follows:

A Cl-C2 SON

consists of those components and their interconnecting links which are
involved in the union of all possible paths which run from Cl to C2 but
in which no component is encountered twice.

For example, suppose that

one wished to consider the links running from E to P in the system
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depicted by Figure lb.

For this interaction, the relevant SON is that

portion of the kinetic diagram consisting of all possible routes by
which an equilibrium change in E could cause an equilibrium change in P
without any component being encountered more than once in a given path.
The number of possible ways is two:

first, by the direct (negative)

link running from E to P; and second, by the indirect path running
(negatively) from E to C, and then (negatively) from C to P.

There are

no other paths by which an equilibrium change in E could cause a change
Thus the SON

in P without encountering a component more than once.

corresponding to the E-P interaction is comprised of the portion of the
kinetic diagram in Figure lb bounded by the P, E, and C components.

The next new term to define is "link product."

The link product

is a number, either plus one or minus one, associated with a given path
from one component to another.

The link product is found by following

all the links in the path, and multiplying their signs.
in the E-P subsystem, there are two possible paths.
direct one involving only one (negative) link.
product of minus one.

For example,

The first is the

It thus has a link

The other path is the indirect one through C.

The link from E to C is negative, as is the link from C to P, giving
this path a link product of plus one.

Thus, the E-P SON contains paths

with link products of plus one and minus one.

The fact that two

different link products occur within this SON indicates that the E-P
interaction in Figure 7a may violate norm #2.

The direct link from E

to P is negative, thus implying that if this were the only path in the
E-P SON, an equilibrium increase in E would lead to an equilibrium
decrease in P.

However, this tendency may be offset by the overall
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positive indirect link through C, which, if it were the only path in
the E-P SON would function as follows:

An equilibrium increase in E

leads to an equilibrium decrease in C which causes an equilibrium
increase in P.

Which of these tendencies will ultimately prevail

cannot be determined from the kinetic diagram.

In fact, the result

depends both on the entire set of response functions and the levels of
the environmental parameters.

Figure 7a shows the effect of

environmental parameter levels on the E-P interaction for a system with
a given set of response functions.

In the C2-H case for the system of Figure lc, the relevant SON is
bounded by E, Cl, C2, H, and P2.
involved.

There is again more than one path

One is the direct (negative) one from C2 to H, with a link

product of minus one.

Another path is the indirect one running

(positively) from C2 to E, then (negatively) from E to Cl, and finally
(negatively) from Cl to H, yielding a link product of plus one.

As in

the E-P SON, there exist link products of conflicting sign, and thus H
may increase or decrease in the presence of C2, depending again upon
the levels of environmental parameters (Figure 9b).

The discussion

relating to Figure 9b may be reviewed for further description of the
C2-H interaction.

Having shown how the SON link products relate to the behavior of
the E-P and C2-H interactions, it is possible to propose a general rule
governing the universality of normal behavior in systems of this type:
Generalization #5:

Normal behavior williorevail unambiguously over any

stable region of phase space when all link products within the relevant
SON are identical.
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This generalization has some ecological significance, since it
implies that certain ideas regarding system behavior which are
sometimes assumed (not necessarily by their authors) to be universally
true may not be if the system has very much operational complexity at
all.

Norms #1-7 are by no means totally original, and have closely-

related counterparts in the predation/diversity hypothesis (Paine,
1966), the productivity/diversity hypothesis (Connell and Orias 1964,
Orians 1969), the competition/diversity hypothesis (Dobzhansky, 1950),
and other hypotheses intended to explain the structure of natural
systems.

If an SON fails to meet the condition of generalization #5,

it would appear that the only way to know if a system will behave
according to the stated norms is to know virtually every aspect of
system detail -- the levels of the environmental parameters, the system
composition, and the completely specified response functions of all the
system components.

Generalization #5 lends itself to formulation of a number of more
specific corollaries, a partial list of which includes the following:
Corollary #5a:

If no path within a predator-prey SON has a

positive link product, increasing predator density along any stable
portion of a prey isocline unambiguously causes prey density to
decrease.

Corollary #5b:

If no path within a prey-predator SON has a

negative link product, increasing prey density along any stable portion
of a predator isocline unambiguously causes an increase in predator
density.

Corollary #Sc:

In a biological subsystem in which no competition
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occurs, addition of a competitor at a given trophic level results in
reduced equilibrium density of the original population at that level.
As an example of how violation of the condition set in
generalization #5 leads to results far different from the norm, an
illustration modeled after the predation/diversity hypothesis of Paine
(1966) will be given.

In Figure 14a, E exploits only Cl, Cl and C2

each exploit both H1 and H2, and H1 and H2 both exploit V.

The

interaction of interest here is the impact that changes in E will have
on C2.

Within the framework of Paine's hypothesis, one might expect

that increasing equilibrium levels of E would result in decreased
equilibrium levels of Cl and increased equilibrium levels of C2.
is, in fact, norm #4.

This

Perhaps in natural systems this is the most

common result, and the usefulness of Paine's hypothesis cannot be
overlooked.

However, generalization #5 indicates that these results

may not be universal, and an example may be constructed in which they
are in fact not found.

The mechanism of Paine's hypothesis (or norm #4) is as follows:
Increasing E leads to decreased Cl, which leads to increased H1 and H2,
which in turn leads to increased C2.

Following these paths through the

E-C2 SON shows that they have link products of plus one, showing that
there are indeed tendencies in the direction predicted.

However, there

is another path within the E-C2 SON with a negative link product:
E-C1-H1-V-H2-C2.

When the two paths function together along with all

other possible paths, an increase in E may lead to a decrease not only
in Cl but in C2 as well.

The joint mechanism behaves as follows:

decreasing Cl, increased E acts to increase Hl.

By

Increased H1 may so
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Figure 14:

Representation of system with exclusive predation on one
competitor.
The predation/diversity hypothesis is cast in
terms of observing the effects of increasing the density
of the exclusive predator of one of two competing
carnivore populations.

Figure 14a:

Kinetic organization of experimental system.
This diagram
is similar to that in Figure ld, except that E preys only
on Cl.

Figure 14b:

E/C2 phase plane.
E isoclines are parameterized by levels
of TK and D.
C2 isoclines are parameterized by levels of
I.
Note that I-parameterized isoclines exhibit positive
slopes only over certain regions; solid circles indicate
environmentally-determined equilibria. where the E-C2
interaction shows normal behavior, open circles indicate
the opposite.
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decrease V and thus H2 that even though Cl has been reduced and H1
increased, C2's total food consumption (from preying on H1 and H2), its
recruitment and production, and its density are reduced.

The outcome

of changes in E on C2 is dependent upon the nature and intensity of all
the response functions involved.

To examine this possibility, six response functions were
manipulated by shifting them up or down by various proportions.

The

curves shifted up proportionately were predatory losses of H1 due to
Cl, predatory losses of V due to H1, production of H2, and predatory
losses of H2 due to C2.

The curves lowered proportionately were

predatory losses of H1 due to C2, and production of C2 due to Hl.
precise coefficients used are shown in Appendix III.

The

The new response

functions resulted in the phase plane shown in Figure 14b.

In the normal case (as predicted by Paine's hypothesis), as D
increases or TK decreases along a given I-parameterized isocline, E and
C2 should shift together, i.e. the I-parameterized isoclines should
have positive slopes (Figure 13c).

However, as Figure 14b clearly

shows, the I-parameterized isoclines have positive slopes only over
certain ranges of E and C2.

Where the I-parameterized isoclines have

negative slopes, an equilibrium increase in D or decrease in TK results
in an equilibrium increase in E, but an equilibrium decrease in C2.

The predator isoclines in Figure 14b likewise fail to conform to the
predictions of normal behavior, but this need not be examined in detail
here.

The important point is that Paine's hypothesis is neither

universally false nor true for this example; all that can be said is
that its truth or falsity for this system depends on the environment.
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The Limit to Change in Component Density:

Extinction

The preceding section analyzed in a general sense the direction of
change in equilibrium component density resulting from equilibrium
changes in the densities of other components and/or environmental
parameters, and how such change depends on system operation.
remains to be considered how this change is limited.

It

In an isocline

framework, change in equilibrium density is viewed as change along an
In this context, change in component density is limited by

isocline.

the isocline intersecting an axis, representing extinction of the
component.

Extinction occurs because a component's realized losses (loss rate
divided by time-step coefficient) exceed its realized gains (gain rate
divided by time-step coefficient) by an amount greater than or equal to
its current density.

this to occur is

A necessary though insufficient condition for

for a prevailing gain curve to be lower than a

prevailing loss curve at some point.

More precisely,

the possibility

for extinction may be determined by a variety of things, including
whether or not the subject is the possibility of extinction for a
component existing at a given or an unspecified level, the relationship
between the difference of the gain and loss curves and the time-step
coefficient, and the derivatives of the gain and loss curves at the
origin.

There are in fact four possible cases, but only the one which

is most applicable to ECOSYS will be discussed here; the rest can be
found in Appendix IV.

The case most relevant to ECOSYS is this:

under what circumstance

is it possible for a component to go extinct when its realized rate of
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change is very small?

Now, a component can only go extinct when it is

existing at a positive density (otherwise it is already extinct).
Therefore, for a component reacting with a very small realized rate of
change, the density of the component in the time-step immediately
preceding extinction will be just greater than zero.

So, extinction is

possible in this case if and only if the prevailing loss curve exceeds
the prevailing gain curve as component level approaches zero, which can
be restated as follows:

Generalization #6:

For a component with very

small realized rates of change, extinction is possible if and only if
the derivative of the prevailing loss curve at a component density of
zero (dL/dX(0)) is greater than the derivative of the prevailing gain
curve at a component density of zero (dG/dX(0)).

One difficulty in applying this generalization is that extinction
is made dependent upon the prevailing environment of the component in
the time-step just prior to extinction.

To classify a component as to

its general capacity for persistence thus becomes very difficult.

Certainly all components have the capacity to go extinct -- the most
that would need to occur is for the component's resources to have
densities of zero.

However, a simple classification could be

constructed by dividing components into two categories:

components

which, given sufficient resources, cannot be driven extinct under any
circumstances (within the context of the case being discussed here),

and those components which can be driven extinct, regardless of
resource level.

In other words, the derivatives of the gain and loss curves could
be evaluated for levels of zero component density and infinite (or some
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other maximum) resource and utilizer densities, as illustrated for a
hypothetical carnivore in Figures 15a and 15b..

If the value for the

loss derivative were greater than the value for the gain derivative
(Figure 15a), then no matter how high. the densities of the component's

resources become, it would be theoretically possible for the
component's utilizer to exist at a high enough level to drive it
extinct.

On the other hand, if the gain derivative were greater than

the loss derivative (Figure 15b), then it would be possible for the
component's resources to exist at levels high enough that the component
could persist under any level of utilization.

The maximum gain/loss curves shown in Figure 1Sa could correspond
to the E/C and C/H phase planes shown in Figures 15c and 15e.

In

Figure 15c, the prey isoclines intersect the E axis at values of Et and

E.

This means that if I were at a level of one and E could come to

equilibrium at a level of El, or if I were at a level of two and E

could come to equilibrium at E, then C would be driven extinct in
equilibrium.

This manifests itself in Figure 15e as the E*-

parameterized predator isoclines intersecting their respective 1parameterized prey isoclines on the H axis (C = 0).

On the other hand, the maximum gain/loss curves shown in Figure
15b could correspond to the very different E/C and C/H phase planes
shown in Figures l5d and 15f.

In Figure 15d, the prey isocline

parameterized by 1I intersects the E axis at E*, showing that at low
levels of resources C still cannot withstand very high levels of
predation.

However, the prey isocline parameterized by 21 does not

intersect the E axis, instead approaching a vertical asymptote at C*.
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Figure 15:

Representation of systems with qualitatively different
capacities for persistence of the exploited population.
Generalization #6 is illustrated for two hypothetical
systems, where the key difference is in the slopes of C's
maximum gain and loss curves at the origin.

Figure 15a:

Maximum gain and loss curves for system in which
extinction is always a theoretical possibility, regardless
of resource level.
C's maximum gain curve is
Its
parameterized by a level of H equal to infinity.
maximum loss curve is parameterized by a level of E equal
to infinity.
Slopes of the two curves at the origin
(dG/dC(0) and dL/dC(0), respectively) are also shown.

Figure 15b:

Maximum gain and loss curves for system in which
extinction is not always a theoretical possibility, given
Curves are analogous to those
sufficient resource levels.
described for Figure 15a.

Figure 15c:

E is able to
E/C phase plane for system of Figure 15a.
drive C extinct for I = 1 when E = E* and for I = 2 when
1,
E = E*
2.

Figure 15d:

E is able to
E/C phase plane for system of Figure 15b.
drive C extinct for I = 1 when E = E*, but is unable to
drive C below C = C* for I = 2.

Figure 15e:

C/H phase plane for system of Figure I5a.
As in Figure
15c, E is able to drive C extinct for I = 1 when E =
and for I = 2 when E = E*2
.

Figure 15f:

As in Figure
C/H phase plane for system of Figure 15b.
15d, E is able to drive C extinct for I = 1 when E = E*,
but is unable to drive C below C = C* for I = 2.
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This means that if I were at a level of 2, C could not be driven
extinct, regardless of the level of E.

This manifests itself in Figure

15f as the infinite-E-parameterized predator isocline intersecting the

2I-parameterized prey isocline at C = C.
Recalling the discussion of response function forms in the Methods
chapter might help clarify the mechanism behind the behavior of the
last example.

The key response here is the predatory loss function of

the carnivore, which assumes a horizontally-asymptotic shape when
plotted against either E or C.

The rationale behind using such a form

is that as inputs to a production process increase, their average
efficiency may tend to decrease.

In classical fishery biology terms,

this could be though of as decreasing the catchability coefficient due
to crowding.

Thus, once E becomes fairly high, additional units of

effort may have very little further impact on C.

A more concrete example of the type of system depicted in Figures
15a, 15c, and 15e can be found in refering back to Figures 7b and 7c.

Here, C can be driven extinct by E under both levels of energy input
examined.

Under 51, C is driven extinct when E reaches 7.6, and under

1I C is driven extinct at 7.3E.

Under the response functions used to

derive this graph, the derivative of C's gains at C = 0 and H =
infinity is equal to 5.5.
infinity is equal to 10.1.

The loss derivative at C = 0 and E =
Thus E is clearly able to drive C extinct

regardless of how large the magnitude of H may be.

If the loss

derivative were reduced below 5.5, however, it should be possible to
find a level of energy input that allows C to persist regardless of the
level of E, as in the system depicted in Figures 15b, 15d, and 15f.
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Changing the value of the PC1E1(1) coefficient from the default level
of 10 to a new level of 5 reduces the loss derivative to 5.1.

Under

these conditions, generalization #6 would predict that under high
levels of energy input (assuming H is high as a consequence) C could
not be driven extinct, but of course for some lower levels of I
extinction would still be possible.

Figure 16a shows the E/C phase plane corresponding to this
situation.

Note that for energy input levels equal to 5 and 1, the

prey isoclines asymptote to a vertical slope for very high levels of E,
showing that as E increases in equilibrium density, C retains the same
(approximate) equilibrium density.

Of course such a graph can never

prove that E will not drive C extinct for these levels of energy input,
since neither the computer simulation nor graphical techniques
accomodate infinite component values.

The prey isocline parameterized

by .51 is included in Figure 16a to show how at lower levels of energy
input C may still be driven extinct.

Corresponding to Figure 16a is the yield vs. effort graph of
Figure 16b.

Extinction of C manifests itself on yield vs. effort

curves as a return of the yield curve across the effort axis at some
positive level of effort.

Here, the curves for both 51 and II approach

horizontal asymptotes at high levels of E, corresponding to the finding
in Figure 16a that C will not be driven extinct at these levels of
energy input.

Again, a level of energy input equal to .5 is shown to

be insufficient to guarantee persistence, as the curve parameterized by
this value crosses the E axis.

The maximum gain and loss curves for C corresponding to this
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Figure 16:

Representation of experimental system with highly
One coefficient
predation-tolerant exploited population.
was changed from the default value used in generating
Figure 7, resulting in a system in which C cannot be
driven extinct if resource level is high enough.

Figure 16a:

E/C phase plane. Under 5I and 11 the 1-parameterized prey
isoclines approach vertical asymptotes, indicating that no
matter how high E becomes, C cannot be driven extinct. A
prey isocline parameterized by .51 is also included to
show that this behavior will not hold for all levels of I.

Figure 16b:

Equilibrium yield curves. Here, the curves for 51 and 11
fail to return to the E axis despite E becoming very
large. This also serves to indicate that C cannot be
The yield curve for 5I is included to
driven extinct.
show the non-universality of this behavior.

Figure 16c:

Maximum C gain and loss curves. Gain and loss curves are
shown for low values of C and parameter levels of infinite
H and infinite E, respectively. The gain curve is higher
than the loss curve for these low values of C.

Figure 16d:

Equilibrium supply curves. Although these supply curves
do exhibit backward-bending behavior, even though P is
allowed to become very large they show no sign of
returning across the P axis.
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example are shown in Figure 16c.

The range shown here is that near to

the origin, showing that the maximum gain curve exceeds the maximum
loss curve at low values of C.

The implications of generalization #6 are manifested throughout
the management-oriented equilibrium objective functions and graphs.

As

has already been seen, the ability to avert extinction regardless of
predation level leads to yield curves which fail to return to the
effort axis.

If this type of yield curve is defined as "non-fully

domed," as opposed to the traditional "fully domed" type, this
phenomenon can be stated as the following corollary to generalization
#6:

Corollary #6a:

If the condition of generalization #6 is not

satisfied for the maximum gain and loss curves of an exploited
population, at least one yield curve will be non-fully domed.
Another corollary is likewise suggested:

Corollary #6b:

If the

condition of generalization #6 is not satisfied for the maximum gain
and loss curves of an exploited population, supply curves may not be
backward-bending, or if there is a backward bend it will asymptote
vertically.

Figure 16d illustrates this possibility (see Figure 8b and

accompanying discussion for a review of backward-bending supply).

Generalization #6 also casts light on the capacity for persistence
of a multi-stock fishery relative to the capacity for persistence of a
single-stock fishery.

In a single-stock fishery, the exploited

population goes extinct when effort is at a level such that it causes
the exploited population's loss curve to exceed its gain curve in a
manner sufficient to reduce the exploited population's density to zero.
However, the loss curve parameterized by that level of effort cannot be
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an equilibrium loss curve, because once the exploited population ceases
to exist, effort too will be driven extinct because it has zero gains
and positive losses.

The type of extinction found in single-stock

fisheries could thus be termed "disequilibrium extinction."
On the other hand, in a multi-stock fishery effort may be able to
exist at a level sufficient to drive one exploited population extinct,
then continue to exist at that level, sustained by gains from the other
exploited population(s).

This type of extinction may thus be refered

to as "equilibrium extinction," and points toward the following
corollary:

Corollary #6c:

As the number of exploited stocks in a

fishery increases above one, the possibility of either disequilibrium
or equilibrium extinction is created for all but the most predationtolerant population, while both the fishery as a whole and the most
predation-tolerant population remain subject to disequilibrium
extinction only.

The management implications of capacity for persistence will be
discussed in greater detail in the next chapter.
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DISCUSSION OF POSSIBLE NORMATIVE IMPLICATIONS

A Classical View of Management

So far the system has been looked at from a viewpoint of
determining how the system might respond to changes in its
environmental parameters, composition, and component response
functions.

In a management context,these changes are narrowed to

those that can readily be controlled by the manager, with an eye out
particularly for the effects of such changes on the system performances
which go into making up social welfare, or some other objective
Measure.

Management techniques can generally be thought of as

involving either management of system structure or management of system
kinetic organization.

The classical view of management exists within a

conceptual framework which assumes that all significant aspects of
system organization are readily knowable.

Given that any relevant

aspects of system organization can be discovered, management theory
becomes merely a body of tools or algorithms, the application of which
results in the complete optimization of the system, i.e. an
optimization which cannot possibly be improved upon.

In the classical view, management of the model used here would not
necessarily require the development of any new tools.

From an approach

of manipulating system structure, this model could be optimized in a
sustained yield framework by finding the peak of some objective
function (such as the social welfare curves in Figure 17a) and moving
the system to that point, or in a discounted returns framework by using
optimal control techniques to maximize an integral over time.

The main
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Figure 17:

Social welfare maximization. The social welfate curves of
Figure 8c were derived with a zero tax rate. Allowing the
tax rate to vary is one way of regulating effort and
results in different social welfare curves.

Figure 17a:

Social welfare maximization for the system of Figure lb.
Allowing tax rate to vary changes the magnitudes of the
curves shown in Figure 8c, although the general shape
remains the same.

Figure 17b:

Social welfare with C2 present for a given set of
environmental conditions.
One social welfare curve (of a
family of curves) is shown here, parameterized by 51, 10D,
and 2AK.
Since the peak of this curve is higher than its
analogue's in Figure 17a, it may be concluded that, for
this environmental regime, the introduction of C2 is
beneficial. The system is optimized, then, first by
introducing C2, and then by imposing a TK level of 5.
This moves the system to the peak of the curve.

Figure 17c:

Social welfare vs. tax rate.
Here, the curve shown in
Figure 17b is translated to axes representing SW and tax
rate, where tax rate = (TK - AK)/AK. This curve has a
positive intercept, increases to a peak, then returns down
across the tax rate axis.
As with the curve in Figure
17b, this curve is one of a family.
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difference is in complexity, manifested in part by the fact that while
there is only one objective function for any set of environmental
parameters, there are actually whole families of objective functions
when environmental parameters are allowed to vary.
From an approach of manipulating system kinetic organization,
management might take the form of a decision regarding whether to
introduce a new species into the fishery, e.g. C2.

If the objective

is to maximize equilibrium social welfare, the answer can be found in
comparison of the two sets of equilibrium social welfare curves.

For

ease of comparison, Figure 17b, where C2 is present, shows only one
social welfare curve out of a family of many.

For the curves

parameterized by the environmental conditions shown in Figure 17b, it
can be seen that social welfare has a higher maximum with C2 present
(Figure 17b) than with C2 absent (Figure 17a).

Thus, the system can be

optimized (for these environmental conditions) from the kinetic
organization approach by introducing the competing carnivore.

Combining the two approaches (manipulating both system structure by
regulating effort and system kinetic organization by introducing a
competing carnivore) gives the optimum point shown in Figure 17b.

The classical view of management is aesthetically satisfying in
the sense that it truly "solves" the problem of optimizing the system
in a clear and straightforward manner, within the context of its
embodying conceptual framework.

But the validity of this conceptual

framework, which assumes the knowability of all significant aspects of
system operation, must certainly be suspect.

The types of systems

managers are asked to deal with are without question exceedingly
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complex, and only the most orthodox empiricist would claim that perfect
knowledge of the entire system operation is attainable.

The notion that one can fully know the precise nature of system
operation becomes even less tenable when it is recalled that system
As

operation need not be any less time variant than system structure.
discussed in the Introduction, models such as ECOSYS explicitly deal
with quantitative changes in system structure only.

If component

interaction results in qualitative changes in components, say through
re-structuring the gene pools of populations, then system operation
changes as well.

Phase plane representation of equilibrium system

structure is specific to a particular system operation.

This is not

necessarily invalid, so long as sets of isoclines are taken to be
purely theoretical concepts which are associated with sets of response
functions on a one-to-one basis.

It is important to remember, though,

that as response functions change, equilibrium structure changes.

Figure 18 shows how equilibrium structure for a C/H subsystem can
change through time for a given set of environmental conditions.

As

time progresses, response functions change and isoclines shift.

Although the system still follows a trajectory toward the prevailing
equilibrium at any point in time, knowing the location of any one
equilibrium tells little about the system.

Given the fallible nature of the manager's ability to truly
understand system organization in its entirety, a two-headed problem
emerges:

If the model of the system which is used even begins to

approach the level of complexity of the actual system,'it becomes
impossible to test for sensitivity to response function coefficient
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Figure 18:

Three-dimensional representation of time - variant operation
and structure of C/H subsystem. For a given set of
response functions and a given environment, a pair of
isoclines is generated on a C/H phase plane, defining an
equilibrium toward which the system moves according to
some trajectory.
However, if the set of response
functions is allowed to change, a new pair of isoclines
will define a new equilibrium, which the system will then
track.
Here, changing system operation is envisioned as
shifting the prey isocline away from the origin and the
predator isocline toward the prey axis through time.
Currently-prevailing isoclines are indicated on phase
planes at times 1, 2, and 3 by solid curves, with past and
future isoclines projected onto each phase plane as heavy
dashed curves. The system follows a trajectory through
phase space and time according to the fine dashed arrows.
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values, since each coefficient may vary to any extent in combination
with any number of other coefficients, each also varying to any extent.
On the other hand, if model dimensionality is kept low, there is
virtually no reason other than faith to suppose that it is a good
representation of the actual system.

Thus it remains to be seen how

this classical view results in proper management.

A Proposed View of Management

Given the unknowability of the complete set of system operational
details which must exist for an actual fishery system, and the limited
resources available for their study, perhaps proper management is not
achieved by finding the peak of an objective function of a model which
is ultimately inadequate.

Rather, perhaps proper management is

approached from a viewpoint which works within the framework of the
unknowability of fishery systems' details.

To adopt such a viewpoint need not be to abandon all hope of, nor
deny the utility of, attaining knowledge of some aspects of system
detail.

Rather it is merely to acknowledge that an incorrectly

specified model may be worse than no model at all.

Thus such aspects

of system detail as those dealt with by generalization #6 or the
kinetic organization of some particular subsystem are not necessarily
excluded from the domain of understanding prescribed by a viewpoint
which holds that systems in all their detail are not the objects of
a theory of proper management.

It might be wondered what can be said if the set of system details
being talked about is unknowable in its entirety.

To answer this, it
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must first be understood that by denying the complete knowability of
system organization, one does not deny its ability to cause the system
to behave as it does.

In other words, the system can still be

understood as tracking equilibria through phase space, whether the
observer can predict the path taken or not.

As the object of

management is a function of the state of the system through time, the
viewpoint can begin to be expressed by assuming that for the most part
all that can be predicted about future trajectories is that they will
track equilibria.

Given this assumption, it might be useful to think of each
equilibrium as the mean of all possible trajectories which track it.
Then, if various states of the system can be assigned utility values,
as they are in management, the value of the expected trajectory becomes
equal to the value of the equilibrium toward which the trajectory is
headed.

In this context, the job of management would appear to be one

of striving for the optimum equilibrium.

Interestingly, this was the

opinion of the classical management theories until the advent of the
optimal control models.

However, most equilibria cannot be

deliberately obtained without the unattainable knowledge of response
functions necessary for prediction of specific trajectories.

Thus,

management becomes relegated to the job of striving for the optimum
expected equilibrium, which may not be at the peak of the social
welfare curve.
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Some Applications of the Proposed View

Management of System Structure

This issue will be examined as two cases:

the single-stock

fishery and the multi-stock fishery. In either case, once it is given
that the problem is to attain the optimum expected equilibrium, the
questions of which equilibrium has the highest expected value, and how
it is to be achieved emerge.

For the single-stock fishery of Figure 7

with AK set equal to two, Figure 17c depicts a plot of social welfare
against tax rate.

The curve intercepts the social welfare axis at a

positive value (12.5), then slopes upward to a peak at a tax level of
150%, and down across the tax axis at 500%.

A "domain of rational

action" can be described on this graph, representing the area in which
"action" (imposing a tax) is at least as good as "inaction" (imposing
zero tax).
region.

This domain of rational action is shown by the shaded

Any equilibrium outside of this domain cannot possibly be

achieved by proper management, since the managers could have done
"nothing" and at least acheived a level of social welfare equal to the
intercept (12.5).

Which point within the domain, then, should managers target as
their objective?

Those accustomed to the classical viewpoint would

probably answer that a tax of 150% should be imposed, which would move
the system to the peak of the social welfare curve.

However, given the

constraints of the proposed viewpoint, this is not possible.

The only

way in which the location of the peak can be known is by complete
knowledge of the system response functions, which it has been assumed
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cannot be completely known.

Of course, in theory the peak could be

located by imposing a series of taxes, letting the system come to
equilibrium under each value, and. finding the one that resulted in the
highest value of social welfare.

In practice, however, such an

experiment would be impossible, since it requires holding all other
parameters and response functions constant.
The following picture then emerges:

without complete knowledge of

the operation of at least the C/E/P subsystem, there is no way of
knowing whether or not any imposed tax will leave society better or
worse off than it would have been had the system been allowed to come
to equilibrium at a level of zero tax.

This picture may appear

disappointing to some by giving the impression that management is left
with nothing to do and has, in fact, failed.
is incorrect.

This impression, however,

This is because there is another equilibrium on the

SW/Tax phase plane, in addition to those traced by the curve shown.

That is of course the equilibrium which exists at the origin.

In other

words, imposing a level of zero tax does not itself insure that the
positive intercept on the social welfare axis will be obtained, only
that it is one of two possible outcomes.

The other one is obtained if,

enroute to the positive equilibrium, C is driven extinct.
managers are definitely not left with nothing to do.
stated as follows:

Generalization #7:

Thus, the

Their job may be

In a single-stock fishery,

management's task in the quantitative regulation of effort is to insure
that the resource does not undergo disequilibrium extinction.

This in

turn insures that the system will track the positive equilibrium.

If

management is able to do this, then it has definitely not failed, since
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it has provided society with the highest expected level of welfare
possible under the prevailing constraints of understanding.
Generalization #6 provides a useful framework within which this
objective of insuring resource persistence may be pursued.

While

knowledge of a resource's gain and loss curves near the origin must be
more completely attainable than knowledge of the totality of system
operation, even complete knowledge of this small portion of system
operation is not necessary for generalization #6 to be useful.

It can

be used as a heuristic tool, so that managers may examine what various
gain and loss curves would have to look like for extinction to be a
possibility from whatever state of knowledge they possess.
Furthermore, generalization #6 does not require that the gain and loss
curves be broken down into their various components (e.g. production,
recruitment, predatory losses, and non-predatory losses); they may
simply be taken as a whole.

Combining the goal of avoidance of

disequilibrium extinction with. generalization #6 gives some insight as

to an appropriate direction for research.

As knowledge of the

resource's response functions near the origin accumulates, the range of
possible shapes of those curves decreases, and managers become better
able to steer the resource away from extinction.

In examining the case of the multi-stock fishery, it should be
remembered that (as indicated by corollary #6c) there is no a priori
constraint against equilibrium extinction of all but the most
predation-tolerant population.

Thus, the SW/Tax graph in Figure 17c

will hold (in its general form) for the multi-stock fishery as a whole,
but not necessarily for each individual population; i.e. social welfare
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accruing from exploitation of a given population in a multi-stock
fishery may fall to zero at a low tax rate corresponding to the (high)
level of effort at which that population is driven extinct.
In this case, two options are open:

The first is to manage the

fishery as if it were a single-stock fishery, in which case at least
one component of the system may go extinct.

The other option is to

regulate to protect at least one of the endangered populations, thereby
putting the system on track toward an equilibrium associated with a
positive tax rate.

In the latter case, an implicit assumption is made

that society values the persistence of the resource being regulated in
favor of over the possible loss to social welfare as usually
formulated.

It might be asked whether or not a similar question should be
posed in the case of the single-stock fishery, i.e. should managers not
regulate for a long-term positive tax'rate, instead of just averting
extinction.

However, as previously explained, this attitude does not

necessarily lead to a net gain in social welfare.

The option is raised

for the multi-stock fishery only because the possibility of resource
extinction necessitates it..

The important distinction is that there is

no a priori reason to believe that a resource which persists at low
levels because of heavy exploitation cannot be brought back to a higher
level in the future through aleviation of exploitation, whereas an
extinct resource is irreversibly extinct.

As in the case of the

single-stock fishery, generalization #6 can be utilized here, whether
society chooses to manage the multi-stock fishery as if it were a
single-stock system or in favor of some endangered resource.

This may
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be stated concisely as follows:

Generalization #8:

In a multi-stock

fishery, management is forced to choose which stocks it wishes to
protect from extinction.
Two corollaries can also be formulated:

Corollary #8a:

In a

multi-stock fishery, if stocks other than the most predation-tolerant
one are chosen for protection, it is possible for the system to come to
equilibrium with a positive tax rate.

Corollary #8b:

In a multi-stock

fishery, all but the most predation-tolerant stock chosen for
protection must be protected from equilibrium as well as disequilibrium
extinction.

Management of System Kinetic Organization

Management of system kinetic organization might most likely take
the form of manipulation of the kinetic organization at the fishing
effort and/or carnivore levels in the system depicted by ECOSYS.
Management of kinetic organization at the effort level might consist bf
regulation of acceptable technologies.

For example, in a system with a

single type of fishing technique, admission of another harvest
technique might be equivalent to introducing E2 into the system, and
could be termed "exploitation enhancement."

At the carnivore level,

management might consist of introducing a competing carnivore, or some
new resource at a lower trophic level designed to benefit Cl.

Such

tactics might appropriately be called "resource enhancement."
The precise effects of resource enhancement depend, as with any
change in the system, on the whole of system operation.

Working within

a framework which acknowledges the intractability of such detail, one
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would like to know what could be said about the effects of resource
enhancement in the absence of complete knowledge of system operation.
This desire may be satisfied to some extent through application of
generalization #5.

Looking at the kinetic diagram of the C/E/P subsystem in Figure
19a, some of the implications of resource enhancement can be seen.

For

a system with this subsystem kinetic organization, increasing
equilibrium density of C will always result in an increase in
equilibrium yield.

Tracing through the link products in the C-P SON

shows why this is so.

There are two possible paths:

directly to P, consists of a single negative link.

The first, from C
The second runs

(positively) from C to E and then (negatively) from E to P, resulting
in a link product of minus one.

Thus an equilibrium increase in C will

always result in an equilibrium decrease in P.

However, the only way

for P to decrease (for a given demand curve) is for yield to increase
(see demand curve in Figure 8b).
Generalization #9:

The following generalization results:

In any single-stock fishery with a C-P SON

corresponding to that shown in Figure lga, resource enhancement will
always result in equilibrium increases in both yield and social
welfare.

Since there is no equilibrium tax imposed in a single-stock

fishery (see generalization #7), an increase in yield (for given
demand) always results in an increase in social welfare.

Since the above discussion is limited to a single-stock fishery,
resource enhancement can of course only occur as a result of an
equilibrium increase in C's resource(s), as opposed to through
introduction of competing exploited populations.

An increase in the
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Figure 19:

Kinetic organization of various classes of systems and
subsystems.
Effects of resource and/or effort enhancement
may be examined by use of generalization #5.

Figure 19a:

Kinetic organization of C/E/P subsystem.
positive link products in the C-P SON.

Figure 19b:

Kinetic organization of an I-C SON. There is a negative
link product in this I-C SON, indicated by the heavy

There are no

arrows.

Figure 19c:

Kinetic organization of a system with no biological
competition. There are no positive link products in any
Ci-Cj SON.

Figure 19d:

Kinetic organization of a multi-effort, multi-stock
subsystem. There is a negative link product in the Cl-P
SON, indicated by the heavy arrows.
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equilibrium density of C's resource(s) could occur by introducing a new
resource, or increasing the equilibrium density of a lower trophic
It is not true, however, that increasing the

level, and so on.

equilibrium level of a lower trophic level will always result in an
equilibrium increase in all higher trophic levels (as would be
predicted by the standards of normal behavior stated in the Results
chapter), as illustrated by the presence of a negative link product in
the hypothetical I-C SON shown in Figure 19b.

In a multi-stock fishery, the effects of resource enhancement are
not so clear.

First, the case of the single-effort multi-stock fishery

diagramed in Figure 19c is organized such that the exploited
populations are not competitors, and neither are any of the populations
at lower trophic levels.

In this special case, it can be seen that

there are no positive link products in either Ci-Pi SON, so here again
an increase in (either) carnivore density will always result in an
increase in yield.

Manipulation of Figure 19c can quickly show how

this finding can be altered by allowing competition at the C or V
trophic levels.

However, it is not absolutely clear that social

welfare will likewise increase.

This is because there exist both

positive and negative link products in the Ci-E SON's.

Thus an

increase in equilibrium carnivore density could actually result in an
equilibrium decrease in effort.

Since this is a multi-stock fishery,

corollary #8a indicates that it is possible for a positive equilibrium
tax rate to prevail under proper management.

Therefore, it is possible

that part of social welfare will come from tax revenues, which vary
directly with E.

Thus, although an increase in carnivore density in
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this case will still cause an increase in yield, this may be offset in
social welfare terms by a decrease in tax revenue.
be summarized as follows:

Generalization #10:

This behavior may

For any single-effort

multi-stock fishery, resource enhancement will unambiguously result in
an increase in equilibrium yield (though not necessarily in equilibrium
social welfare) only if there are no negative link products in any CiCj SON.

In the case where more than one effort component is exploiting a
multi-stock fishery, very little can be said unambiguously about the
effects of resource enhancement on social welfare or yield.

Figure 19d

shows that when more than one effort component exploits more than one
population, there should be at least one positive link product in each
Ci-Pi SON.

Thus it cannot be determined without greater knowledge of

system operation whether or not an increase in carnivore density will
result in an increase or a decrease in yield.

Furthermore, as with the

single-effort case, even if it could be determined which direction
yield would move, it would not be clear what effect the change in
carnivore density would have on social welfare.
general terms as follows:

Generalization #11:

This may be stated in
In a multi-stock multi-

effort fishery, it cannot be determined from kinetic organization alone
whether resource enhancement will increase or decrease equilibrium
yield and/or social welfare.

A similar result emerges from investigation of the effects of
exploitation enhancement.

Figure 19a shows that increasing equilibrium

effort has ambiguous effects on price, and therefore yield.

The direct

link from E to P is a negative one, but the path through C has a
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positive link product.
#12:

This implies the following:

Generalization

It cannot be determined from kinetic organization alone whether

exploitation enhancement will increase or decrease equilibrium yield
and/or social welfare.

Thus, although introduction of a new fishing technology may appear
more efficient in disequilibrium terms (i.e. it takes less effort to
catch at least as many fish), the impacts on social welfare cannot be
discerned simply from examination of system kinetic organization.

Conclusion

One route to understanding fishery systems so that proper
management of them is realizable is to develop a theoretical framework
which explains how changes in system parameters, system composition,
and response functions affect the management-related behavior of a
hypothetical fishery.

This research has attempted to develop such a framework.

First, a

means of looking at fishery systems has been presented which brings out
the multiple steady-state nature of systems.

Directional changes in

system structure resulting from changes in system parameters, system
composition, and/or response functions have been examined in a way that
classifies such change in terms of a readily-definable norm, and makes
clear when the norm will unambiguously prevail.

Limits to such change

have been examined in the form of limits to component persistence,
which can be understook in terms of derivatives of gain and loss
response functions at the origin.

It has been shown how it is

theoretically possible for a component to persist regardless of
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exploitation rate, if provided with a specific level of resources.
Within this framework describing the general nature of systems,
how their structure can change, and the limits to such change, a
proposed view of management has been developed.

The proposed view

attempts to work within the limits of people's ability to ever
understand the complete operation of a system.

In this context, some normative generalizations have been
developed to deal with management of various classes of fisheries, both
from system structure and system kinetic organization approaches.
These generalizations can perhaps be characterized as imputing less
responsibility to the manager for actively forcing the fishery toward a
clearly-defined optimum optimorum than have the prescriptions of some
classical theories.

Rather, it appears that as one moves farther from

the simple "special cases," the amount that can be said with certainty
about the consequences of managerial activity becomes very limited.
This is not to say that greater depth of understanding regarding the
merits of various managerial strategies is impossible, merely that
perhaps the focus for the present should be made more concordant with
current human capacity for understanding an exceedingly complex domain.
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APPENDIX I

COPYBF,ECOSYS3
SUBROUTINE UMODEL(IT)
REAL I

COMMON PR(5),OR(2),GV(5),RV(5)"1(5) PV2(5),OW2)
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
C
C

GH1(5),RH1(5),PH1(10),OH1(2)
GH2(5),RH2(5),PH2(10),0H2(2)
GC1(10),GC2(10),RC1(14),RC2(10)
PC1E1(5),PC2E1(5),PC1E2(5),PC2E2(5),0C1(2),0C2(2)
UE1(5),UE2(5),CE1(2),CE2(2),PRI1(2),PRI2(2)
R,V,H1,H2,C1,C2,E1,E2,P1,P2
AK1,AK2,D1,D2,DIV,DR,I,TK1,TK2,YMODE
CS1,CS2,DSW,EE1,EE2,PRODC1,PRODC2
PROF1,PROF2,SW,TP1,TP2,TR1,TR2,UTILE1,UTILE2
Y1E1,Y2E1,Y1E2,Y2E2,Y11M,Y12M,Y21M,Y22M,Y1MKT,Y2MKT
CHNGR,CHNGV,CHNGH1,CHNGH2,CHNOC1,CHNGC2
CHNGE1,CHNGE2,CHNGP1,CHNGP2

DETERMINE CHANGE VALUES

PR(1)*(1.-EXP(-PR(2)*(R-PR(3))))*
CHNGR = I
(1.-EXP(-PR(4)*(V-PR(5))))-0R(1)*(EXP(OR(2)*R)-1.)
CHNGV = GV(1) *(1.- EXP(- GV(2) *(V- GV(3))))*
$

$

(1.-EXP(-GV(4)*(R-GV(5))))
+RV(1)*(V-RV(2))*EXPt-RV(3)*V)*

$

(1.- EXP(- RV(4) *(R- RV(5))))

$

-PV1(1)*(1.-EXP(-PV1(2)*(V-PV1(3))))*
(1.-EXPt-PV1(4)*(H1-PV1(5))))
-PV2(1)*(1.-EXP(-PV2(2)*(V-PV2(3))))*
(1.-EXP(-PV2(4)*(H2-PV2(5))))
-0V(1)*(EXP(OV(2)*V)-1.)
CHNGH1 = GH1(1)*(1.-EXP(-GH1(2)*(H1-GH1(3))))*
(1.-EXP(-GH1(4)*(V-GH1(5))))
+RH1(1)*(H1-RH1(2))*EXP(-RH1(3)*H1)*
(1.-EXPt-RH1(4)*(V-RH1(5))))
-PH1(1)*(1.-EXPt-PH1(2)*(HI-PH1(3))))*
(1.-EXP(-PH1(4)*(C1-PH1(5))))
-PH1(6)*(1.-EXH-PH1(7)*(H1-PH1(8))))*
(1.-EXH-PH1(9)*(C2-PH1(10))))

$
$

$
$

$
$

$
$
$

$
$
$

OH1(1) *(EXP(OH1(2) *H1) -1.)

$

CHNGH2 = GH2(1)*(1.-EXPC-GH2(2)*(H2-GH2(3))))*
(1.-EXP(-GH2(4)*(V-GH2(5))))
+RH2(1)*(H2-RH2(2))*EXP(-RH2(3)*H2)*
(1.-EXP(-RH2(4)*(V-RH2(5))))
-PH2(1)*(1.-EXP(-PH2(2)*(H2-PH2(3))))*
(1.-EXP(-PH2(4)*(C1-PH2(5))))
-PH2(6)*(1.-EXP(-142(7)*(H2-PH2(8))))*
(1.-EXP(-PH2(9)*(C2-PH2(10))))

$

-0142(1)*(EXP(0H2(2)*H2)-1.)

$

$
$
$

$
$
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DETERMINE YIELDS, THEN CONTINUE

C
C

IF (YMODE .E0. 1.) GO TO
YIE1 = PC1E1(1)*((C1-PC1E1(3))**PC1E1(2))*
((E1-PC1EI(5))**PC1E1(4))
Y2E1 = PC2E1(1)*((C2-PC2E1(3))**PC2E1(2))*
((E1-PC2E1(5))**PC2E1(4))
I

$

$

Y1E2 = PC1E2 (1) *((C1- PC1E2(3)) **PC1E2(2))*
$

$
1

$

$

$

$
2

3

((E2-PC1E2(5))**PC1E2(4))
Y2E2 = PC2E2(I)*((C2-PC2E2(3))**PC2E2(2))*
((E2-PC2E2(5))**PC2E2(4))
CONTINUE
YIE1 = PC1E1(1)*(1.-EXP(-PCIE1(2)(CI-PC1E1(3))))*
(1.-EXP(-PC1E1(4)*(E1-PC1E1(5))))
Y2E1 = PC2E1(1)*(1.-EXP(-PC2E1(2)*(C2-PC2E1(3))))*
(1.-EXP(-PC2E1(4)*(E1-PC2E1(5))))
11E2 = PC1E2(1)*(1.-EXP(-PC1E2(2)*(Ct-PCIE2(3))))*
(1.-EXP(-PC1E2(4)*(E2-PC1E2(5))))
Y2E2 = PC2E2(1)*(I.-EXP(-PC2E2(2)*(C2-PC2E2(3))))*
(1.-EXP(-PC2E2(4)*(E2-PC2E2(5))))
CONTINUE
IF (DI .E0. 0.) GO TO 3
Y1MKT = (ALOG(D1)-ALOG(P1)-PRI1(1))/PRI1(2)
CONTINUE
111M = 11E1
IF (Y1MKT .LT. (Y1E1 +Y1E2)) Y11M = Y1E1 *Y1MKT /(Y1E1 +YIE2)

Y12M = Y1E2
IF (Y1MKT .LT. (Y1E1 +YIE2)) Y12M = Y1E2*YIMKT/(11E1+11E2)
IF (D2 .EG. 0.) GO TO 4
Y2MKT = (ALOG(D2)-ALOG(P2)-PRI2(1))/PRI2(2)
CONTINUE
Y21M = Y2E1
IF (Y2MKT .LT. (Y2E1+Y2E2)) Y21M = Y2E1*12MKT/(Y2E1+12E2)
Y22M = Y2E2
IF (Y2MKT .LT. (Y2E1 +Y2E2)) Y22M = 12E2*12MKT/(12E1+12E2)

4

C

C
C

DETERMINE PRODUCTION OF C, THEN CONTINUE

$
$
$

$
$
$

$

$
$

$

PRODC1 = GC1(1)*(1.-EXP(-GC1(2)*(C1-GC1(3))))*
(1.-EXP(-GC1(4)*(HI-GC1(5))))
+GC1(6)*(1.-EXP(-GC1(7)*(C1-GCI(8))))*
(1.-EXP(-GC1(9)*(H2-GC1(10))))
PRODC2 = GC2(1)*(1.-EXP(-GC2(2)*(C2-GC2(3))))*
(1.-EXP(-0C2(4)*(H1-0C2(5))))
+GC2(6)*(1.-EXP(-GC2(7)*(C2-GC2(8))))*
(1.-EXP(-GC2(9)*(H2-GC2(I0))))
CHNGC1 = PRODCI
+RC1(1)*(C1-RC1(2))*EXP(-RC1(3)*C1)*
(1.-EXP(-RC1(4)*(H1-RC1(5))))
+RC1(6)*(C1-RC1(7))*EXP(-RC1(8)*C1)*
(1.-EXP(-RC1(9)*(H2-RC1(10))))

TIT

$

("1-(13*(Z)130)dX3)*(1)130-Z31A-131AZ3ONH3 = ZNIONd
*(Z0*(E)Z08-)dX3*((Z)Z3S-Z3)*(1)Z3S+
((((S)Z08-1H)*(t)Z38-IdX3-'1)

$

*(Z3*(8)Z38-)dX3WIAZ3S-Z0)*(9)Z38+

$

((((01)Z38-ZH)*(6)Z08-)dX3-`1)
CI-(43*(Z)Z30)dX3)*(1)Z30-Z3Z1-13ZA-

$

$

$

3
3
3

3N1W83130 3IH3ASd '31d03NI N3H1 311NTIN00
1311111
$

=

-'1)*((((1)1311-13)*(Z)1311-)dX3-'1)*(1)130

(MS)130-(13ZA+131A))*(10130-)dX3
Z31110 = -'1)*((((£)Z3O-Z3)*(Z)Z3A-)dX3-'1)*(1)Z30

$

$

(MS)Z3(!-(Z3ZA+Z31A))*(t)Z30-)dX3
139NH3 = 131I104NIZA*Zd+WIIA*1d
r1-(13*(Z)130)dX3)*011*(1)133Z39NH3 = Z31110+WZZA*Zd+WZIAt1d
CI-(Z3*(Z)Z33)dX3)*ZNI*(1)Z331d9NH3 = Id-HZ31A+131A)*(Z)IISd-(1)1I84-)d13*10
ZdONHO = id-HZ3Z1+13ZA)*(Z)ZI84-(1)ZI8d-)dX3*Z0

3
3
3

A3I10d 8310VISVA
=

183

IN141A*Id-MALA*(Z)1INd-(1)1I8d-)AX3-'1)*((Z)IISA/10)

$

(Z)IINd/(1d-((1)1I8d-7)dX34110)*(1)118d+

$

$

(Z)1I8d/t(MITSA-)dX3-'1)*111Z83 = lANZA*Zd-((iNWZA*(Z)ZIdd-(1)ZI8d-)dX3-'1)*((Z)ZISA/ZU).
(Z)ZI8d/(Zd-((1)ZI8d-)dX3*ZU1*(1)ZINd+

$

(Z)Z18d/(((1)ZI8d-)dX3-'1)*Z111308d = CI-(13*(Z)133)d)(3)*M1*(1)133-WIZA*Zd+WIIA*Id
= C1-(Z3*(Z)Z33)dX3)*D11*(1)Z33-WZZA*Zd+WZIA*1d
CI-(133*(Z)133)dX3)*IX1*(1)133
(-1-(13*(Z)133)dX3)*INi*(1)130(13*(Z)133)dX3*M*(Z)133*(1)133*(13-133)Zd1 = (*1-(Z33*(Z)Z33)dX3)*ZH1*(1)Z30

Z308d
=

Idi
$

$

$
$

3
3
3

rl-(23*(Z)Z33)dX3)*Z>1.14(1)Z33(Z3*(Z)Z33)dX3*D11*(Z)Z33*(1)Z33*(Z3-Z33)181 = ('1-(13*(Z)133)dX3)*(0110-011)*(1)133
Z41 = C1-(Z3*(Z)Z33)dX3)*(DIV-ZNI)*(1)Z33
?IS = Zdl-Idi-Z83+1S3+Z81+181+Z39NH3+130NH3
t184 = M804.11**(80+'1)/AS

301161 81143N0dW03 AO 3ONVH3
S

=

ATU/SONHOtS

=

+A AIII/A9NH3
+1H AIII/IHONH3
ZH = AIII/ZH9NH3+ZH
13 = A10/139NH3+13
A

tH

=

Z3 = +Z3 AIII/Z39NH3
133 = AT11/13ONH34-AIO/C1-(13*(Z)133)dX3)*(00-1M1)*(1)133+13
Z33 = +AIII/C1-(Z3*(Z)Z30)dX3)*(ZNV-Z)II)*(1)Z334-Z3AIII/Z39NH3
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=
E2 =
P1 =
P2 =
El

El+CHNGE1/DIV
E2+CHNGE2/DIV
Pl+CHNGP1/DIV
P2+CHNGP2/DIV

C
C
C

CHECK TO MAKE SURE ALL VALUES ARE NON-NEGATIVE
R = 0.
V = 0.
0.) H1 =
0.) H2 =
0.) Cl =
0.) C2 =
0.) El =
0.) E2 =

IF

(R

.LT. 0.)

IF

(V

.LT. 0.)

IF

(H1

IF

(H2 .LT.
(C1 .LT.

IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF

.LT.

(C2 .LT.
(El .LT.
(E2 .LT.
(P1 .LT.
(P2 .LT.

0.) Pt

0.)

=

0.
0.

0.
0.

0.
0.
0.

P2 = 0.

C

RETURN
END
C
C

SUBROUTINE UINIT

READS IN VALUES FROM DATA3 FILE

C

SUBROUTINE UINIT
COMMON PR(5),OR(2),GV(5),RV(5),PV1(5),F12(5),OV(2)
COMMON GH1(5),RH1(5),PH1(10),OH1(2)
COMMON GH2(5),RH2(5),PH2(10),OH2(2)
COMMON GC1(10),GC2(10),RC1(10),RC2(10)
COMMON PC1E1(5),PC2E1(5),PC1E2(5),PC2E2(5),OC1(2),0C2(2)
COMMON UE1(5),UE2(5),CE1(2),CE2(2),PRI1(2),PRI2(2)
COMMON R,V,H1,H2,C1,C2,E1,E2,P1,P2
COMMON AK1,AK2,D1,D2,DIV,DR,I,TM1,TK2,YMODE
COMMON CS1,CS2,DSW,EE1,EE2,PRODC1,PRODC2
COMMON PROF1,PROF2,SW,TP1,TP2,TR1,TR2,UTILE1,UTILE2
COMMON YlE1,Y2E1,11E2,Y2E2,Y11M,Y1211,Y21M022M,Y1MKT,Y2MKT
COMMON CHNGR,CHNGY,CHNGH1,CHNGH2,CHNGC1,CHNGC2
COMMON CHNGE1,CHNGE2,CHNGP1,CHNGP2
REWIND 44
READ (44,5) PR(1),PR(2),PR(3),PR(4),PR(5)
READ (44,6) OR(1),OR(2)
READ (44,5) GV(1),GV(2),GV(3),GV(4),GV(5)
READ (44,5) RV(1),RV(2),RV(3),RV(4),RV(5)
READ (44,5) PV1(1),PV1(2),PV1(3),PV1(4),PV1(5)
READ (44,5) PV2(1),PV2(2),PV2(3),PV2(4),PV2(5)
READ (44,6) OV(1),OV(2)
READ (44,5) GH1(1),GH1(2),GH1(3),GH1(4),G141(5)
READ (44,5) GH2(1),GH2(2),GH2(3),GH2(4),GH2(5)
READ (44,5) RH1(1),RH1(2),RH1(3),RH1(4),RH1(5)
READ (44,5) RH2(1),RH2(2),RH2(3),RH2(4),RH2(5)
READ (44,5) PH1(1),PH1(2),PH1(3),PH1(4),PH1(5)
READ (44,5) PH1(6),PH1(7),PH1(8),PH1(9),PH1(10)

£TI
(Virt) (g)ZI-W(t)ZNe(E)ale(Z)Ne(l)aid
GV3N (S'tt) (01)Ndi(6)ZHe(8)7,NetaHe(9)Zfid
GUS (9'tt)
GV3d (9'tt) (Z)ZNO'(1.)ZHO

11V3S

MIHOMINO

(NH Wtto (g)13V(p)130'(t)t39i(z)m9'cime
av3s
GV3N
GV3N
av3s
GV38
GV3N
GV3S
1V3S
3)J

f1

3`J

'1

IIV3N

(S'tt)

WOO

(01)139'(6)130'(8)130'CL)1.30'(9)130
(g)Z30'(V)Z39'(£)(730'(Z)Z00'(1)Z30

Wtt) ZOo'(6)(739'c8)m'com'(9)z39 (4t)
(S'tt)

WHO
(VW

(g)10e(V)13V(E)13S'(Z)13V(t)10S
(01)108'6013S'(8)13e(nlie(9)138
(g)-638'00(73e(£)7.3S'(7.)Z3S'(1)Z3S

WATIO
Wirto
(stto
(Vtio

(01)Z3e(6)Z3S'(8)Z3V(Z)Z3e(9)Z38
(s)13t3ectli313e(E)13[3e(Z)13t3e(1)1313a

Won

z3Z0eua3Z3e(z)z37.3,0(t)Zz3dcuz3z3V(t)
a1l00(l)130

(9'vt)

(Q)137:3d'(t)137..3e(E)1.31:3e(Z)13Z3d'(1)1.37,3d

(ValL3e(t)Z310e(E)Z3l3e(Z)Z313e(1)7,31.38

GV3S (9'bt) (Z)7,30(t)Z30
GUS (S'VV) (s)tm'worOmt30(ni3W(Ht3n
ITV3S

Wtto

'(t)7.30(E)7,31Vaa30(L)Z3n e3r1 (s)

GV3S (9'tT) (Z)133'(1)133
GUS (9'tb) (z)(7334(t)7.33
av3s (9'Vt) tniI8e(1)1ISd
GUS (9'tb) (Z)ZISe(1)ZISd
GUN (1.tt) Zd'[e(73'13q3'1.0'4714'1008
GV3N (8trt) mowA'ai'm'I'msesa'Aia'n'teav'lxv
av3s (9'tb) 7.33'133
av3s bb) (9' AWZOINWIA
OWS03 ((t`SA)g)
IVWSOd ((1`U)(7)
1VW803 ((t'S3)01.)
014803 g.d)ti) ((t'

8

3

Win
1N3

3
3

ans

3E1n0 W030

3

munosans

W033

11V38
NORW03 (Z)A0()e:8d'(g)1Ae(g)AW(g)le(Z)S0'((;)Nd
NOWW03 ailH0'(01)1Ne(g)1W(S)1H0
NOWW03 (Z)D10'(01)7.14e(G)Ne(S)ZN9
NO14W03 (0[)ZON'(01)1.38'(01)Z39'(01)130

NOWW03
NOWW03
NOWW03
NOWW03
NOWW03
NOWW03
NOWW03
NOWW03

7.00'6D1.30'(2)(73Z3d'(g)Z3t3e(g)13Z3e(g)1313d a)

(Z)ZISea)1I8e(Z)7,30'ai130'(c)Z30(;)130

ZeteZ3'13'7.0'13WW08
NowAtNioll'I'sa'Aia'zalezmvoiv
Z3GOSe13G08eZ33'i33'11SG'4783'183
.631I10131IIWZNI'M.'ZdVidl'I1S'Z.108e1.108d

INZPINWWWNA'WHI'WZIA'WttPZ3ZA*4:31P13Z0131A
39NH3't39NH3"a0NH0'NONN3'AONH3'S9NH3

7.
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COMMON CHNGE1,CHNGE2,CHNGP1,CHNGP2
RETURN
END
EOI ENCOUNTERED.
GET ,DATA3

COPYBF ,DATA3
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APPENDIX II

The method for calculating transfer payments can perhaps best be
visualized graphically.

Looking at the hypothetical illustration of

E's gain and loss curves below, calculation of transfer payments begins
by first extending a line tangent to the market cost curve at the
government-induced equilibrium rightward until it intersects a line
dropped vertically from the intersection of E's gain and market cost
curves.

The vertical difference between the two intersections is then

paid to the displaced units of effort as transfer payments.

Below,

point "A" represents the point at which effort's total gains equal its
total costs, where total costs equal tax costs plus market costs.
Point "B" represents the point on the market cost curve associated with
the equilibrium level of effort.

Point "C" represents the intersection

of the market cost curve with effort's gain curve, and point "D"
represents the intersection of the tangent to the market cost curve at
The vertical difference

"B" with a line dropped vertically from "C."

between "C" and "D" equals the amount of transfer payments required.

100%

0

TP

TOTAL

/

GAINS

B

E

0/0

TAX

TAX

D
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APPENDIX III

The experimental system used for the test of the predation/
diversity hypothesis was the same as the system of Figure ld at default
values, with the following exceptions:
PC2E1(1) = 0
PH1(1) = 10
PH1(6) = .5

PV1(1) = 10
GH2(1) = 10
GC2(1) =

.5

PH2(6) = 10
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APPENDIX IV

The

The question of extinction can be approached in two contexts:

first is the special case of extinction of a component existing at a
specific level.
cases:

In this context, the question can be divided into two

In the first case, the prevailing loss curve is everywhere

greater than the prevailing gain curve in the region from the origin to
the component's current density, inclusive.

Here, no matter what the

size of the time-step (or its natural analogue), the component will
In

cease to persist, since its rate of change will never be positive.

the second case, the prevailing loss curve is greater than the
prevailing gain curve at the component's current density, but not for
the entire region between the current density and the origin.

Here,

the time-step coefficient is of crucial importance, as is the magnitude
of the difference between the loss and gain curves at the component's
current density.

The relationship is as follows:

if the difference

between the loss and gain curve divided by the time-step coefficient is
greater than the component's current density, the component will cease
to persist.

The second context is the more general one pertaining to the
possibility of extinction of a component existing at some (unspecified)
density.

Here, too, the question can be divided into two cases.

the first case, the realized rate of change is very small.
case dealt with in the text.

In

This is the

The second case in this context is where

the realized rate of change is not very small.
the second case of the first context.

This is analogous to

Thus, extinction is possible

here if and only if the rate of loss minus the rate of gain at some
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level of the component divided by the time-step coefficient is greater
than or equal to the size of the component.

